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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
During a February 1979 guest lecture at Loyola University, Dr. 
F. Burton Nelson proposed that certain theologians ought not to be 
studied simply through their writings. He further stated that one must 
relate the man's life to his theological work. The author agrees that 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer is such a theologian. In the words of Dr. Nelson, 
"He is a prime example of theology as biography. 111 An understanding of 
the personality of Dietrich Bonhoeffer is of the utmost importance for 
full understanding and comprehension of the depth of Bonhoeffer's theo-
logical thought. Eberhard Bethge notes that Bonhoeffer's "nature 
remains undiscovered unless he is encountered as a person. 112 Heinrich 
Ott also reflects upon the uniqueness of Bonhoefferian scholarship when 
he writes: 
Interpretation then must not be purely philological and logical, 
as though we had before us a completed work full of his last word 
on everything, although to tell the truth even there a purely 
philological and logical interpreting would not be enough. But we 
have set us the difficult task of understanding--a sympathetic under-
standing of both the man and of the facts, entering on the human 
side into the personal situation out of which Bonhoeffer's work 
grew, and on the factual into the facts themselves which pressed in 
upon him and constitutes that situation at its deepest.3 
1nr. F. Burton Nelson (Department of Theology, North Park Theo-
logical Seminar, Chicago, Chairman of the Oral History Committee of the 
International Bonhoeffer Society) was guest lecturer on the theology of 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer at Loyola University of Chicago on February 26, 1979. 
2 Eberhard Bethge, Costly Grace (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 
1979). p. 9. 
3Heinrich Ott, Reality and Faith: The Theological Legacy of 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1972), p. 67. 
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It is a necessary prerequisite for the serious interpreter of 
Bonhoeffer to begin his studies by acquiring an empathy for the life and 
times of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Eberhard Bethge has provided the Bon-
hoeffer scholar with a definitive biography of the man.4 ·Recently he 
has published a concise version of his biography as an introductory work 
for the new Bonhoeffer reader. In this latter work he states: 
Gustave Flaubert maintained: "L' homme, c 'est rien, l' oeuvre c' est 
tout" ("The man is nothing; the work is all.") We are about to 
repudiate the comment and, in fact, almost reverse his assertion. 
The fact that Bonhoeffer's work is incomplete is part of its fas-
cination.5 
It is obvious that the man and not merely his thought will be 
exposed for scrutiny and examination in this paper. This work will deal 
with the life and thought of Dietrich Bonhoeffer between 1931 and 1939. 
This is a crucial period in his life because it is during these years 
that Bonhoeffer clarified his self-actualization of the Christian theo-
logy and published his last major complete works, including his most 
notable works, The Cost of Discipleship and Life Together. During this 
formative period in Bonhoeffer's life, he directed an underground semi-
nary for the Confessing Church which provided him with an opportunity 
for theological and spiritual preparation for the rigorous demands of 
the resistance movement. The seeds for change from a solely theological 
4The work, Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Man of Vision--Man of Courage 
(San Francisco, Harper & Row, 1970), by Eberhard Bethge, discusses the 
life and times of this man. In his work Bethge has provided the Bon-
hoeffer scholar with a definitive biography of the man in minute detail 
and with commentary. It affords the serious interpreter with many ref-
erence points from which he may proceed with confidence into more de-
tailed studies. 
5Eberhard Bethge, Costly Grace (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 
1979)' p. 9. 
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movement to active resistance against Hitler were blossoming during 
this tum.ultous period. His thought will be examined in the light of 
the available biographical evidence, The focus will be upon the 
influence of these historical events upon his theological work. 
Eberhard Bethge proposes that Bonhoeffer's life may be divided 
by three major crossroads. The first period, up until 1931, discovers 
Bonhoeffer the theologian. During the second period, 1931-1932, the 
theologian becomes a Christian. Since it is then that Bonhoeffer 
appropriated the body of theological knowledge into his person, this 
period is crucial for the Bonhoeffer scholar. The third period begins 
in 1939, when the Christian becomes a contemporary. This schema does 
provide a continuity of thought and personality development in the final 
and most hectic period of Bonhoeffer's life, 
Dr. F. Burton Nelson suggests that a different division of the 
life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer will capture the flow and development that 
occurred in his life with greater depth and richness. He provides seven 
steps in the path of Bonhoeffer. These steps may be characterized by 
the following headings: family, education, university lecturer, pastor, 
seminary teacher, resistance conspirator, and prisoner. Dr, Nelson's 
divisions do provide useful adjectives to describe the ebbs and flows of 
this man's life. 
Bethge's and Nelson's views of Bonhoeffer's growth and develop-
ment are in no way in opposition. Rather, it can be asserted that Nelson's 
detail enlivens Bethge's model. Nelson delineates steps in Bonhoeffer's 
paths--paths taken at Bethge's crossroads: Nelson is concerned with the 
path, Bethge with the crossroads. 
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The final path travelled by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, which is iden-
tified here, is the path of.guilty martyrdom. As a prisoner, he had 
the opportunity to escape; as a conspirator, he was fully aware of the 
consequences of his action. In r~signing himself to being a prisoner, 
he personally accepted the responsibility for his actions. This final 
path was recorded for us by Payne Best, when he told of Bonhoeffer's 
request to deliver a message to Bishop G. K. Bell of Chichester, "This 
is the end, for me the beginning of life."-
These three positions are synthesized in the following outline 
of the life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 
Crossroads and Paths of Bonhoeffer's Way 
I. Bonhoeffer the Theologian (up until 1931) 
A. Family 
B. Education 
II. Bonhoeffer the Christian (1931-32 through 1939) 
A. University Lecturer 
B. Pastor 
C. Seminary Director 
III. Bonhoeffer the Contemporary (1940 through April of 1945) 
A. Resistance Conspirator 
B. Prisoner 
C. Guilty Martyr 
The growth of Bonhoeffer's spiritual and theological life paral-
leled the rise and fall of Nazi Germany. He stood in radical opposition 
to Adolph Hitler and to Naziism. For this reason, his life stands out 
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as the "light on the hill" (Matt 5: 14). His spiritual maturity was 
developed during the second period of his life,. in the political climate 
of the rise of Nazi Germany, This spiritual maturity provided Bonhoef-
fer with the reason and the strength to resist, even when that resis-
ta.nee had to be seen through to its ultimate conclusion--tyrannicide. 
Although every man must walk through the streets of his milieu and 
is destined, inescapably, to be part of the culture into which he 
was born, few men have been so much a part of their times as was 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer. And few--including great statesmen of the 
past--have contributed so persuasively and penetratingly to the 
thought patterns and life styles of other persons. 
The second assertion follows the first. It is precisely because 
the German pastor was so mu.ch at home in the troubled world of the 
1930's and early 1940's that other men, struggling against the 
undertow of history, have grasped his teachings as though they were 
the only buoyant force in sight. This is itself ironic, for Bon-
hoeffer was at home not only in the tempest of life, but in the 
finality of death, whic~ he anticipated as the "highest of feasts 
on the wey to freedom." 
From the beginning as a theologian, Bonhoeffer was interested 
in ecclesiology, discipleship, and Christ. From his work, the Communion 
of Saints through his Letters and Papers from Prison, Bonhoeffer was con-
cerned with Christ and His Church. r.J;'hough growth and change took place 
a~er the publication of Communication of Saints, Christ was no longer 
a principle or tool of academic theology after the 1933 lectures on 
Christology. Yet, as Bonhoeffer the "theologian" becomes a "Christian," 
he leaves the Communion of Saints and Act and Being as the foundation 
for his structure of Christology. This is exemplified in the Communion 
of Saints by the statement: "The social significance of Christ is 
decisive, He is only present in the church, that is, where the 
J. Martin Bailey and Douglas Gilbert, The Steps of Bonhoeffer 
(New York: Macmillan, 1969), p. xi. 
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Christian community is united by preaching and the Lord's Supper for 
brotherly love. 117 In another example from Act and Being, he states: 
"God is not free of man but for man. Christ is the word of his freedom. 11 8 
During his Christological lectures, Bonhoeffer is ma.king a con-
tribution to the development of a theology that is living, vibrant, and 
personal. The academic discipline and self-criticism characteristic of 
his earlier theological method still remains and is enhanced by his per-
sonal conviction. Christology and personal faith are woven together, 
providing not a fine thread but a strong chord. This chord would bind 
his thoughts together during the years between 1931 and 1939. Christ 
is not only the center of Bonhoeffer's theology and life, rather his 
theological work is Christology. Faith is faith in Christ, and it is to 
this that Bonhoeffer addressed himself in the lectures on discipleship 
at the Preachers Seminary, later published as The Cost of Discipleship. 
During his last days in prison, Bonhoeffer looked back and reflected 
upon this period of his life: 
I remember a conversation that I had in America thirteen years go 
with a young pastor [Jean Lasserre]. We were asking ourselves 
quite simply what we wanted to do with our lives. He said he would 
like to become a saint (and I think it is quite likely that he did 
become one). At the time I was very impressed, but I disagreed 
with him, and said, in effect, that I should like to learn to have 
faith. For a long time I did not realize the depth of contrast. I 
thought I could acquire faith by trying to live a holy life, or 
something like it. I suppose I wrote The Cost of Discipleship 
7Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Communion of Saints (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1960); p. 101. 
8Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Act and Being (New York: Harper & Row, 
1969 ) ' p. 90 . 
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as the end of that path. Today·I can see the dangers of that book, 
though I still stand by .what I wrote.9 
The Christological lectures dealt with the inadequacies of the 
historical approach and attempted to go beyond them to bring Christ into 
the classroom as a living person for today. What is present for us in 
Christ the Center is a record of the student notes which have been com-
piled, redacted, and published. This is a record of Bonhoeffer's first 
attempt to grapple with the significance of the life of faith in a per-
sonal attempt to clarify his own understanding of Christology. Through-
out the second and third periods of his life, Bonhoeffer attempted to 
evolve and crystallize these first ideas and concepts in response to the 
existential situation existing in the German Church and in Nazi Germany, 
and its impact ·upon the life of the Christian. 
If we can accept, then, that sufficient evidence has been given that 
it is one and the same motif which appears as dominating in the lec-
tures on Christology and again in the Ethics, and it is of course 
clear that many of Bonhoeffer's concepts and horizons have changed 
between the two, we can assume that in the time between, at the time 
of The Cost of Discipleship and Life Together (1937 and 1939), he 
still held this thought and was oriented toward it, even if another 
group of subjects had captured his precise interest.10 
The movement of his whole thought through The Cost of Disciple-
ship and Life Together finds its resolution in the action taken by Bon-
hoeffer in the third period of his life as a contemporary of his time. 
The price for his understanding of discipleship has been established, 
and new territory has been explored with a technical theological 
9Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison (New York: 
Macmillan, 1970), p. 193. This letter was written to E. Bethge on July 
21, 1944, the day a~er the unsuccessful attempt at the assassination of 
Hitler. 
lO Ott , .QP.. cit . , p. 369. 
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terminology. The disciple must be in and of the world. Bonhoeffer 
reflects on the nature of this when he says, "I discovered later, and I 
am still discovering right up to this moment, that it is only by living 
completely in this world that one learns to have faith. 1111 No longer 
may the disciple seek refuge away from the world because it has been 
redeemed in the cross of Christ, it has been judged in the cross of 
Christ, and the world stands in the presence of the "new man"--Jesus 
Christ. 
Theologian, Christian, and Contemporary are the three major 
crossroads in the life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. They found their resolu-
tion in the man during his prison confinement. Theology found faith in 
the thirties, faith found action in the forties, and action found free-
dam in 1945. Bonhoeffer was a man and believer for his times who suf-
fered through "Stations on the Road to Freedom. 1112 
The importance of Bonhoeffer's life and thought is succinctly 
stated by W. A. Visser T'Hooft in his foreward to The Steps of Bonhoef-
fer: 
We shall never have done with Bonhoeffer. His questions and his 
insights will go on demanding our attention. All over the world 
people who are trying to find meaning and joy in life despite the 
disorder of the world are listening attentively to what he says, 
because he was granted the opportunity of confirming his message 
through his life and his death.l3 
11 Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, p. 193. 
12nietrich Bonhoeffer, "Stations on the Road to Freedom," in· 
Prayers from Prison (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977), pp. 27-8. This 
is a poem that Bonhoeffer wrote describing his path through life. The 
four key words are discipline, action, suffering, and freedom. This was 
the autobiographical progression that Bonhoeffer saw in his life. 
13Bailey and Gilbert, gp_. cit. , p. x. 
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The attraction of Bonhoeffer lies in those events which shaped 
a life lived in response to the events of his time, a man who theologi-
cally responded to the needs of his Church at the present moment. He 
was a man who could, in compassion, by bearing the suffering for others, 
bring an enlivened faith to stand in witness aginst the Nazi state. 
Bethge characterizes the importance of Bonhoeffer's Christian life 
lived in witness by the following comment: 
Bonhoeffer, moreover, became a martyr in a German concentration camp 
because of a political conspiracy. There are certain contemporary 
theologians whose work has reached a more perfect systematic comple-
tion; but they died a natural death. And there are Christians whose 
protest against the idolatry of the Hitler era ended in a martyrdom 
more in line with the church's t~aditional preconceptions; but they 
did not leave behind them stimulating[ly] written theology.14 
We are confronted with a compelling man whose life and work 
challenge us, in its totality, to explore the question of faith--the 
issue of discipleship. The biographies of Gill, Bailey and Gilbert, and 
Reist are o~en edifications of certain aspects of Bonhoeffer's life 
which open further questions because of their incompleteness. Yet, 
James Wm. McLendon, Jr., notes that there are ways of doing better theo-
logical work, and he states, 
That way is through a certain attention to compelling biographies. 
Now let us consider the suggestion that a key to these biographies 
is the dominant or controlling images which may be found in the lives 
of which they speak,15 
In this paper, Christ will be shown as a controlling image in the 
life and thought of Bonhoeffer between 1931 and 1939. The Cost of Dis-
cipleship, Life Together, and Christ the Center will be primary texts.· 
14 Bethge , .212.. cit . , p . 8 • 
15 James Wm. McLendon, Jr. Biography as Theology (Nashville: 
Parthenon Press, 1974), p. 89. 
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Biographical material from Eberhard Bethge' s Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Man 
of Vision--Man of Courage and Costly Grace, and recollections from those 
who knew him during those years will be used to clarify the basic themes 
of these texts. This will be done in order to provide fuller under-
standing of Bonhoeffer's Christological theology. Bonhoeffer's thought 
will be studied as a response to the theological and social needs of his 
time, and the question of how one can be at home in the world and with 
his God. Christ always remains the unifying chord in Bonhoeffer's theo-
logical response to the needs of the Church and the world. It will be 
demonstrated that the subjects to which Bonhoeffer addressed himself may 
have changed with the demands of the moment, but the fundamental motif 
still remains. 
Bonhoeffer's work in its incompleteness, and his life, stand as 
one of those compelling biographies which require a sympathetic under-
standing of the life and work which flowed from the man, as it was lived 
out in fidelity. This is our inheritance, and Heinrich Ott outlines our 
theological responsibility in Bonhoefferian studies: 
We then not only have to gua+d Bonhoeffer's legacy but to administer 
it and make it bear interest. We shall have to extend the lines and 
continue the paths in which he thought.16 
16
ott, Reality and Faith, p. 67. 
CHAPTER II 
THE FIRST .fu"'V!ER1CAN VISIT: 
LASSERRE'S IMPACT ON 
BONHOEFFER'S VIEW OF PACIFISM 
During the second period, Bonhoeffer, the Christian, was in-
fluenced by his American stay at Union Theological Seminary in New York. 
Bonhoeffer arrived in the United States in September of 1930 and did not 
return home until June of 1931. It is also important to note that this 
was to be his only lengthy excursion into a completely non-German en-
vironment. He le~ Germany knowing that the Weimar Republic was on the 
eve of its decline and arrived in the United States just prior to 
Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal. Mary Bosanquet captures the spirit of 
Union Theological Seminary at the time of Bonhoeffer's arrival when she 
states: 
Three days after Bonhoeffer's arrival in New York, a general elec-
tion in Genna.r\Yproduced a surprising result: the number of National 
Socialist representatives in the Reichstag leapt from twelve to a 
hundred and seven. But Bonhoeffer was too involved in his discovery 
of the New World to perceive the horrifying significance of these un-
expected figures. The extreme contrast presented by the Union Theo-
logical Seminary to almost every aspect of the University of Berlin 
engaged his full and fascinated attention, Bonhoeffer was astonished 
by the American student's ability to live cheerfully in a crowd day 
and night, by what he called their "social courage,'' referring in 
particular to the ease with which any student could approach any 
professor or lecturer, uttering what the young German observer des-
cribed as "the thousandfold hello" and treating the august personage 
as an equal and finally by the way in which individual mental effort 
could at any moment fall victim to general conversation. This way 
of living led to a friendly openness which made a strong appeal to 
him, but he cmmnented solemnly that in his opinion, as a result: "In 
a conflict between the will to speak the truth with all its conse-
quences, and the community spirit, the latter would win the dey." He 
11 
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himself entered into this wholly novel community spirit with a 
ready grace. The beautiful formal manners which were current coin 
at the University of Berlin were temporarily laid aside and Bon-
hoeffer made himself master of a polite bonhomie which must have 
been entirely captivating.17 
While Bonhoeffer was enticed by the social dimensions of the stu-
dent life at Union, he did not fail to notice certain failings from the 
European perspective. There appeared to be a lack of knowledge in the area 
of dogmatics, an inability on the part of the students to discuss a topic 
by first obtaining a factual basis for their opinions. Distressing also 
was student laughter in a class when Luther was quoted. These things were 
ver-y troubling for the young European scholar. The redeeming virtue of 
his experience at Union Theological Seminar-y was later to become an under-
lying influence for his life as a seminar-y director. 
But in spite of the absence of theological substance, Union Theo-
logical Seminary owned one virtue which was not conspicuous among 
the learned members of the theological faculty of Berlin--a burning 
concern to bring what they knew of Christianity into contact with 
daily life at every point.18 
Upon discovery of the different theological thrust of Union Theo-
logical Seminary, it ~as only natural for Bonhoeffer to turn towards his 
fellow Europeans who were capable of understanding his discontent. Erwin 
Sutz was a fellow student from Switzerland, who eventually was credited 
with bringing about Bonhoeffer's first meeting with Barth. His other 
European friend was Jean Lasserre, whose impact upon the life and thought 
of Dietrich Bonhoeffer cannot be underestimated, but must be rediscovered 
in light of the new data now available to the researcher. 
17Mary Bosanquet, The Life and Death of Dietrich Bonhoeffer (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1968 ), pp. 82-3. 
18Ibid.' p. 83. 
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While Lasserre himself maintains that his influence upon the 
thought of Bonhoeffer is overemphasized, Bethge maintains that the sig-
nificance of Lasserre's influence has been demonstrated both by the 
subject matter of Bonhoeffer's theological writing and by a statement in 
a letter addressed to Bethge from Bonhoeffer, in prison. Bethge main-
tains that it is because "Lasserre combined a respectable European theo-
logy with a simple obedience to the peace· teaching of the Sermon on the 
Mount" that Bonhoeffer was challenged to rethink the traditional 
Lutheran stance of separating faith and politics. 19 Bethge further 
states that it became a "theological and existential struggle which 
ended with his participation in the conspiracy against Hitler. 1120 Las-
erre's influence upon Bonhoeffer's thought and action is outlined by 
Bethge in the following passage: 
This was his [Bonhoeffer's] first meeting with a contemporary Chris-
tian pacifist; also Lasserre was a Frenchman, and in relations with 
a Frenchman a German could not so quickly shake off all feelings of 
resentment. But he was also a European theologian who, unlike his 
American contemporaries, could not be dismissed as being naively 
ignorant of the relevant history of dogmatics. In contrast to the 
undoubted sincerity and earnestness of many young theologians at 
Union Theological Seminary, Lasserre confronted him with an accep-
tance of Jesus' peace commandment that he had never met before. Not 
that Bonhoeffer immediately became a convinced pacifist--in fact he 
never did so--but, after meeting Lasserre, the question of the con-
crete steps to be taken against warlike impulses never left him 
again. Jean Lasserre's impact upon him was deeper than he suspected 
at the time.21 
He [Bonhoeffer] was deeply impressed too by the phenomenon of Ameri-
can church pacifism, despised by the average Lutheran at the time. 
l9Bethge, Costly Grace, p. 42. 
20Ib.d 
1 • ' p. 42. 
21 Bethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 112. 
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Here his friendship with Jean Lasserre, a fellow scholar from 
France, encouraged and deepened his interest,22 
Bethge has clearly noted the impact of Lasserre on Bonhoeffer in 
both his major and minor biographical works, Bethge continues to note 
the influence of Lasserre upon Bonhoeffer when he states: 
It is to him [Jean Lasserre] that he refers in the reference to a 
"saint" in his letters from Tegel prison written on the day after 
the failure of the 20th July Putsch: also it was Lasserre who pro-
vided the first impulse for his great book The Cost of Discipleship.23 
The Cost of Discipleship is a reflection upon the whole text of the Ser-
mon on the Mount and its relationship to the life of the Christian dis-
ciple. The text of this book is a compilation and reworking of his lee-
tures delivered to his seminarians during his directorship of the under-
ground seminar from 1935 through 1938. 
That this letter to Bethge,recalling a significant turning point 
along his way, was composed the day after the unsuccessful attempt to 
assassinate the FUhrer is notable. Bonhoeffer is recalling what Lasserre 
may have believed to be a relatively insignificant conversation, which 
became one of those precious moments of peak communication. The impact 
of this conversation may have been fully realized only when Bonhoeffer 
became aware that all had failed and that the battle was over. It may 
well be that Lasserre's French background made it difficult to appreciate 
the significance of his words upon Bonhoeffer. The basis for determining 
the weight of Lasserre's influence upon Bonhoeffer has been taken from 
Bonhoeffer's own testimony in a letter from Tegel: 
22 Bethge, Costly Grace, p. 42. 
23Bethge, QE.· cit., p. 117. 
15 
I remember a conversation that I had in America thirteen years ago 
with a young French pastor [Jean Lasserre]: We were asking ourselves 
quite simply what we wanted to do with our lives. He said that he 
would like to become a saint (and I think it is quite likely that he 
did become one). At the time I was very impressed, but I disagreed 
with him, and said in effect, that I should like to learn to have 
faith. For a long time I did not realize the depth of contrast. I 
thought I could acquire faith by trying to live a holy life, or 
something like it. I suppose I wrote The Cost of Discipleship as 
the end of that path, Today I can see4the dangers of that book, though I still stand by what I wrote.2 
As Bethge has so amply demonstrated, the impact of Lasserre can-
not be underestimated. In the spring of 1980, at the Third International 
Conference of the International Bonhoeffer Society, Bethge had the oppor-
tunity of meeting Jean Lasserre for the first time. The context of 
their private discussions has not been reported nor has it been recorded. 
Thus it is necessary to investigate Lasserre's reflections of his friend-
ship with Dietrich Bonhoeffer and his thoughts upon the question of his 
impact on the life and thought of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 
Jean Lasserre, in an unpublished interview with Dr. F. Burton 
Nelson, the chairman of the Oral History Committee of the Bonhoeffer 
Society, recalls that: "We were a little bewildered by the very optimis-
tic and practical outlook of the American theology, It was one of the 
main reasons we became close friends immediately. 1125 This is set in con-
text in an interview with Dr. Geoffrey B. Kelly, Secretary of the English 
Language Section of the International Bonhoeffer Society, where Lasserre 
notes: 
24 
Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, p. 193. 
25Dr. F. Burton Nelson interviewed Jean Lasserre on August 11, 
1977. This taped and unpublished interview was transcribed by Michael 
L. Morison. The tape was lent to him by Dr. F. Burton Nelson, North Park 
Theological Seminary of Chicago. The interview was conducted in English. 
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My first impression was paradoxical. He was the first German 
whom I saw close at hand and I think I was the first Frenchman he 
saw up close too. Given the past history between France and Ger-
many, we were a bit reserved towards each other in the beginning. 
But, on the other hand, he seemed right from the outset, very 
sympathetic and kind, and, as a European, I felt very close to him. 
It's curious, but once I was in New York, I felt much closer to 
the two Europeans than the Americans and that for a number of rea-
sons, style of life, language perhaps. Bonhoeffer didn't speak 
French and I didn't speak German so we always spoke in English, 
even with Erwin Sutz who was from the German-speaking section of 
Switzerland. He knew a few words of French, but although it may 
seem paradoxical, I always spoke and wrote to Bonhoeffer in English. 
As Europeans, both from the point of view of general culture and 
especially from the theological viewpoint, we felt much closer to 
one another than to the Americans. At that time the American stu-
dents and professors were caught up in the wave of modernism and 
theological liberalism. Karl Barth hadn't penetrated in the 
United States. And also there was such a wave of pragmatism that 
we were a bit struck by it. We were Europeans who liked to re-
flect before acting, while Americans gave us the impression of 
wanting to act before having reflected. All this, I. think, brought 
us close together; we were accustomed to see each other rather 
o~en and in effect, we did become close friends.26 
Lasserre confirms Bethge's and Bosanquet's presentation of life 
at Union Theological Seminary and the depth of the lifelong friendship 
shared by Lasserre and Bonhoeffer. It is of interest to note that at 
this time Lasserre did not consider himself to be the pacifist that 
Bethge believed him to be. Lasserre has stated that he did not become 
a convinced pacifist until after the war. 
Of great importance in this discussion is the question of how 
the subject of pacifism and sainthood arose in the course of the Lasserre-
26
aeoffrey B. Kelly, "An Interview with Jean Lasserre," Union 
Seminary Quarterly Review :XXVII (1972), 150. This review was conducted 
in French, Lasserre's native tongue, and is particularly valuable because 
Lasserre edited and corrected the text before it was translated into 
English. The important difference between these two interviews is the 
precision in the Kelly interview as contrasted with the feelings expres-
sed in the Nelson interview, the one in English, the common language 
between Lasserre and Bonhoeffer. 
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Bonhoeffer relationship. Lasserre addresses himself to this question 
in the course of his interview with Dr. Geoffrey Kelly: 
It happens that one of my best friends was a conscientious objector. 
He was also a student and pastor. I studied with ·him for four years 
in Paris. Although he had never discussed it with us, he had re-
fused military service and so was put in prison. When I myself was 
in New York, I learned of his situation. It made a deep impression 
on me. I was already a bit familiar with this idea so that I was 
somewhat orientated towards a kind of pacifism. I myself wasn't 
capable of making such a decision and, besides, I didn't refuse 
military service. But I was impressed and sympathetic to the idea 
of pacifism while I have the impression that Dietrich never put the 
question to himself, It was something completely new to him.27 
In his unpublished interview with Jean Lasserre, Dr. F. Burton 
Nelson reveals that if he spoke of being a saint it was with this friend 
from the seminary in Paris who was a conscientious objector, The model 
for this would have been Saint Francis of Assisi, who apparently at this 
time captivated their attention as a model of the Christian life. The 
fact that Jean Lasserre shared this information and news with Bonhoeffer 
opened the door to a new way of perceiving the Christian message. Al-
though Lasserre's resulting impact may now be qualified and set within 
its proper context, it cannot be underestimated. Lasserre did not teach 
the meaning of pacifism to Bonhoeffer, rather he exposed Bonhoe.ffer to 
the possibility of pacifism, It appears that this is territory that 
they explored together: 
His encounter with Lasserre, this first ecumenical confrontation, 
transformed his academic knowledge of Lutheran ethics into a com-
mitted identification with Christ's peace teachings. He based this 
on the Biblical-ecumenical belief in the body of Christ, and in 
succeeding years he added more and more bricks to the structure.28 
27 Ibid. ' p. 151. 
28Bethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 112. 
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This intuitive statement on the part of Bethge in his major biography is 
also confirmed in Lasserre's own words, when he says: 
The fact that I was the first Frenchman he was familiar with must 
have had a certain influence and the fact that I myself was very 
interested in the "Social Gospel" and was particularly anti-milita-
rist and greatly sympathetic to the idea of conscientious objection, 
this must have surprised him. It is possible that I was the first 
to put the question to him.29 
Lasserre was a man who grew very close to Bonhoeffer during his 
year at Union Theological seminary, sharing with him the famous trip to 
Mexico in June of 1931. This friendship was to endure through the coming 
years until, finally, a fear for each other's safety forced them to dis-
continue their exchange of letters. 
Bonhoeffer and Lasserre were to meet two more times after the 
American visit. They met at Lasserre' s parsonage where Lasserre hosted a 
conference between British and German theologians, and the last time they 
met was during the conference at Fano. Though their postal communication 
was to last well into the war, Lasserre admits that their correspondence 
was limited to what the other was doing. Basically, these were letters 
of friendship and they were written in English. Lasserre mentions in the 
Nelson interview that he remembers a Hitler cancellation stamp on some of 
the postal communication he received from Bonhoeffer. 
The friendship appears to have solidified itself on the occasion of 
Lasserre 1 s and Bonhoeffer' s attendance at the movie All Quiet on the 
Western Front, an experience which also seems to have turned their atten-
ti·on towards matters of peace and pacifism. 
29Kelly, "An Interview," 151. 
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I remember one incident which I believe had sufficient importance. 
In the early spring of 1931 both of us went to the movies in New 
York to see the film, All Quiet on the Western Front.30 
It was a real risk because we were one German and one French[man], 
and we were going to see on the screen German and French soldiers 
killing each other in battles, in fierce battles, and many atroci-
ties and terrible things. But we had not supposed~ we had not 
thought there would be a much stronger difficulty.~l 
This was an anti-militarist film based on the German novel by 
Remarque. The theater was full. The audience was .American and, 
since the film had been made from the point of view of the German 
soldiers, the audience immediately sympathized with the German sol-
diers. When they killed French soldiers on the screen, the crowd 
laughed and applauded. On the other hand, when the German soldiers 
were wounded or killed, there was a great silence and a sense of 
deep emotion.32 
But the terrible thing was that the public, the audience, .Americans, 
were a bit [like] children . . . . -33 
This was a rather difficult experience for both of us because we 
were seated next to each other, he a German and I a Frenchman. It 
was all the more paradoxical because during the war the .Am~ricans 
had fought on the side of the French against the Germans.34 
In that movie the American people were with the Germans against 
the French. And it has been a terrible experience. I have wept that 
day. And when we got out of that movie Bonhoeffer understood what 
[a] drama it had been in my heart. And I remember he could not find 
enough ways of showing me his friendship, his understanding.35 
For us this was a very profound experience. First of all from a 
fraternal view, it touched me to see how he couldn't do enough to 
console me, to be kindly to me after that movie when we had gone 
out.36 
3oibid. 
31Nelson interview. 
32 Kelly, "An Inverview," 151. 
33Nelson interview, 
34 Kelly, "An Interview," 151. 
35Nelson interview. 
36Kelly, "An Interview," 151. 
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I think this has been, has had a great influence on his thinking. 
He has, I think, that day discovered that the Church is more impor-
tant than the nation.37 
I think his reaction was deeper and all the more changed from his 
preconceived ideas of our previous discussions on these things. 
We had, in fact, some discussions on the relativity of the national 
community and on the supremacy of the Church over the nation or on 
the Universal Church. So I think that made a deep impression on 
him. That experience in the movie theater was a real experience, 8 tragically real, and it must have certainly left its mark on him.3 
Bonhoeffer was drawn towards this idea of pacifism. During their 
trip to Mexico, Bonhoeffer and Lasserre gave a conference on the topic of 
peace at the Normal School for Teachers in Victoria, Mexico. Three to 
five hundred students attended and were astounded to see a Frenchman and 
a German standing together and calling for peace. Lasserre was even sur-
prised that Bonhoeffer spoke so powerfully for peace: 
I was a little surprised. I didn't think he had understood the 
pacifist vision of things as well as that.39 
And it is true that on that day Dietrich spoke in a very strong way 
for peace. And his speech was absolutely in agreement with mine. I 
was not yet a true pacifist but on the way to being it. And • . . he 
spoke in a very clear and decisive way·, very evangelical way about. 
peace and the impossibility for the Christian to kill his brother.40 
Lasserre assesses the importance of their experience at the movie, 
All Quiet on the Western Front and the impact of their Mexican tour, in-
eluding their conference on peace, by stating: 
And I think this [the movie] has been, has had a great influence 
upon his thinking. He has, I think that day discovered that the 
Church is more important than the nation. Because he was my friend 
and he took my part against the Americans, he was scandalized by the 
attitide of the American audience. Not only friendship, but also 
37Nelson interview. 
38 Kelly, "An Interview," 151. 
39Ib. d 
l. • ' p. 152. 
4oN 1 . t . e son in erview. 
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faith, connnon faith, I think this has been very important in his 
way toward pacifism because he discovered that war is not really an 
important thing from the point of view of the Church. The only 
really important thing is that the Church be the Church and would 
remain the Church, and would keep in fellowship with all the other 
Christians. And what is absolutely wrongful and unacceptable in 
war is that Christians are compelled to forget their Christian 
faith and their Christian belonging to the Church, to the universal, 
the real Church. That is finally more important to him and faithful 
to the Church and to the fellowship of the Church, ecumenical and 
international Church.41 
This is confirmed and accentuated in Bonhoeffer's sermon, written 
in English, for his fellow students at Union Theological Seminary. He 
had chosen I John 4:16 to be his scripture text, and spoke on the "Love 
of God." 
As a Christian minister I think that just here is one of the greatest 
tasks for our church: to strengthen the work of peace in every coun-
try and in the whole world. It must never more happen that a Chris-
tian people fight against a Christian people, brother against brother, 
since both have one Father. Our churches have already begun this 
international work. But more important than that is, it seems to me, 
that every Christian man and woman, boy and girl, take seriously, 
above all personal and national desires, of the one Christian people 
in the whole world, of the brotherhood of mankind , • . . 
You have brothers and sisters in our people and in every people; do 
not forget that. Come what may, let us never more forget that one 
Christian people is the people of God, that if we are in accord, no 
nationalism, no hate of races or classes can execute its designs, 
and they the world will have its peace forever and ever.42 
Bethge sets the American experience in perspective when he analy-
zes the effect of this trip in his summary of the Union Theological Semi-
nary experience. He reveals what Bonhoeffer appears to have experienced 
as based upon his personal writings and also as alluded to by his personal 
friend of that era, Jean Lasserre. 
41N 1 ' t ' e son in erview. 
42Dietrich Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords (London: Wm. Collins Sons, 
Ltd., 1977), p. 80. 
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The fact of the matter was that the America he saw on the eve of 
Roosevelt's New Deal, the activity of churches and students in the 
economic crisis, and the enthusiasm of the "social gospel," made an 
ineradicable impression on him, Firmly though he stood by his funda-
mental theological principles, he was yet strongly motivated by an 
"insatiable curiosity for every new reality." Henceforward, a 
purely desk-bound existence could no longer satisfy him. Previously 
unquestioned habits of thought and feeling suddenly seemed 
inadequate; they were in need of reappraisal, 
As before, the presence of Christ as seen through the· eyes of this 
American theology seemed to him to be distorted or inadequately 
represented, But was it not inadequately represented on the other 
side of the Atlantic too? The later Bonhoeffer of The Cost of Dis-
cipleship_ and ~he church struggle had ·not forgotten what he learned 
in New York. His stay in America reinforced his basic interest in 
the concrete reality of the world of God. His problem now was how 
this concreteness was to be developed, not in opposition to the law 
which he had made his own, but out of it. 
"My stay in America . . . made one thing plain to me: the absolute 
necessity of cooperation and at the same time the inexplicable gap 
that seems to make such cooperation impossible. Looking at it from 
across the Atlantic, our standpoint and our theology look so local, 
and it seems inconceivable that in the whole of the world just Ger-
many, and in Germany just a few men, have understood what the Gospel 
is. And yet! see the message nowhere else. 1143 
Bonhoeffer is obviously in the process of development in terms of 
his personal thought. Much credit for this must be given to Jean Lasserre 
who introduced Bonhoeffer--acquainted him--with a new perspective, to 
pacifism and a concept of Christianity that goes beyond nationalism. More 
precisely, Jean Lasserre and Bonhoeffer shared a mutual discovery of a 
Christianity that transcends nationalism. Bethge is correct in crediting 
Lasserre with a significant impact upon the thinking of Bonhoeffer; yet, 
attention must be paid to Lasserre's story as well, His contribution was 
not in the direct teaching of Bonhoeffer about the significance of paci-
fism, although he indeed provided a seminal thought which germinated 
43Bethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 122. 
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throughout the rest of Bonh.oeffer 1 s life. The impact of giving birth 
to a thought cannot itself be underestimated, especially where a friend-
ship grew strong and deep through sharing of a common set of experiences 
and concerns. 
CHAPTER III 
CHRIST PROVIDES A NEW IMPETUS 
FOR THE CHRISTOLOGY OF BONHOEFFER 
The Bonhoeffer who returned to Germany arrived home with a new 
perspective and a greater insight into the question of the ecclesiastical 
nature of the Church in the present-day world. The lessons learned about 
pacifism, peace, and the universality of the Church, transcending national-
ism, would now move Bonhoeffer into the evolution of a Christology that 
could embrace these thoughts, and to a place where new theological in-
sights could be understood in the light of their practical consequences. 
This new Christological insight would have its impact upon the rest of 
his theological, pastoral, and social life. The American experience con-
fronted Bonhoeffer with a Christianity that was applied to the everyday 
life of the people, a Christianity and Christian theology that could be 
responsive to the situation of life today, a theology that was alive in 
the faith-life and everyday life of the people. This was bringing theo-
logy home from the academic classroom. 
This new viewpoint provided Bonhoeffer with a basis from which he 
could construct a Christology that provided room for action on the part 
of the Christian. He began to make decisions without theo~ogical advisors. 
This enabled him to explore various expressions of his theological in-
sight. The aliveness of his theology and its application to the world 
is outlined by Bethge in his discussion of Bonhoeffer's preparations 
24 
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for his assignment at the University of Berlin prior to the beginning 
of the actual instruction: 
In the next two years [1931-1932], the work by the now twenty-five 
year old Bonhoeffer lay in three different fields: 
1. In the academic sphere, every term held a number of two hour 
lectures and seminars in the theological faculty of the University 
of Berlin. 
2. In the Church and pastoral field, he delivered sermons and ad-
dresses as a student's chaplain and instructed a confirmation class 
at Wedding; and he organized a week-end home for students and con-
firmation candidates at Biesenthal, opened a youth club room for 
the unemployed in Charlottenburg, and then tried to secure a parish 
in proletarian east Berlin. 
3. In the ecumenical sphere, he became a youth secretary in the 
World Alliance of Churches and in the ecumenical Council for Prac-
tical Chri~tiani ty ("Life and work") ; he travelled, spoke and . 
organized.44 
Bonhoeffer certainly diversified his interest and balanced an 
academic approach to theology with personal involvement in the more 
practical issues of church politics (ecumenism) and pastoral care. Bon-
hoeffer demonstrated his "burning concern" to bring what he knew of 
"Christianity into contact with daily life at every point," a lesson from 
his Union Seminary days. His interest in the confirmation class at 
Wedding led to his moving into a baker's apartment in the poorer section 
of the city, so that he could be near his students. His door was always 
open to the boys and at times he cancelled his classes at the University 
to meet their needs.45 Wolf-Dieter Zimmermann, a student at the Univer-
sity, recalls Bonhoeffer's dedication to these confirmands thusly: 
Somehwere in the north of Berlin, in Wedding, he ran a group of 
difficult boys whom nobody so far, had been able to manage. To 
44 Bethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, pp. 130-1. 
45Bethge, Costly Grace, p. 49. 
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those boys he gave himself with the utmost devotion. Once he 
arrived fifteen or twenty minutes late for a seminar. It had never 
happened before, for he was always very reliable and correct. We 
looked at him in astonishment, but he only said: "One of rrry boys 
is dying, and I wanted to have a last word with him. It had to 
be."46 
Bethge captures for us the image of Bonhoeffer, the young uni-
versity lecturer who had yet to prove himself. Bonhoeffer presented for 
the student body a style of instruction that was unheard of at this 
venerable institution. 
Bonhoeffer started teaching and lecturing at the university in 
Berlin in the winter semester of 1931-2. The theological faculty 
had a record number of over one thousand students. Nevertheless, 
a non-examining lecturer had to prove himself if he was to keep his 
audience. Bonhoeffer's lecture rooms and seminars, however, did 
fill. 
In 1931, he began to define his position with a lecture on "The 
Theology of the 19th and 20th Centuries." This created a stir of 
interest. During 1932 he dealt with the problem of the Church; 
twenty-five years after Harnack's famous lecture on "The Essence of 
Christianity" he advertised polemically in the same place his "Essence 
of the Church." In 1933 he applied himself to, as he said, the most 
difficult subject of all: Christology, 
Clearly Dietrich Bonhoeffer came across needs which were not really 
satisfied within the distinguished faculty. He satisfied them with 
extraordinary personal conmrltment. 
He surprised his audience with prayers in the lecture room. He con-
fronted them with the subject of peace, which had a shocking effect 
on the mass of theological students, who were already overwhelmingly 
Nazi sympathizers. At that time it was highly unusual, either in 
the Church or the faculty, to hear such words as: "We shall not 
shrink from the word 'pacifism.' The next war must be outlawed not 
by elevating one commandment (as the fanatics do) above the others--
the fi~h, for instance--but by our obedience to a commandment of 
God that is aimed at us today, namely that there shall be no more 
war because it blinds men to revelation. 11 47 
46
wolf-Dieter Zimmerman, "Years in Berlin," in I Knew Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer, ed. Wolf-Dieter Zimmerman and Ronald G. Smith (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1966), p. 65-6. 
47Bethge, Costly Grace, pp. 49-50. 
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In April of 1944, Dietrich Bonhoeffer alludes to the importance 
of the American experience in bringing about change in his life when he 
is writing from Tegel prison. "I don't think I've changed very much, 
except perhaps at the time of my first impression abroad and under the 
first conscious influence of father's personality. It was then I turned 
from phraseology to reality, 1148 Dr. Clifford Green takes up this ques-
tion of Bonhoeffer's transition from "theologian" to "Christian" in his 
dissertation. 
The problem of the powerful ego highlighted in Bonhoeffer's theo-
logy was also the major personal problem for the theologian himself. 
When he wrote the prison letter .of his turning "from the phraseologi-
cal to the real," he referred to the two passages in I and II Timo-
thy which speak of one who "formerly blasphemed" but later served 
God "with a clear conscience." Bethge has documented that this is 
a quite personal allusion on Bonhoeffer's part. The "turning" .or 
"break" occurred in the latter half of 1932. In examining what Bon-
hoeffer described as "a great liberation," we see that the personal 
problem is, indeed, the problem of the ego and power. This corres-
pondence allows us to better understand the autobiographical dimen-
sion of his theology and is therefore4indispensible for interpreting Bonhoeffer's theological development. 9 
Bonhoeffer kept this personal change hidden to all except a few 
close friends and members of the family. Green reports: 
Had Bonhoeffer publicized his own spiritual struggle and the new com-
mitment of faith and obedience which issued from it, he would have 
invalidated it; self-reflection would have deflected faith, and van-
ity and self-righteousness would have subverted obedience. For rea-
sons intrinsic to the nature of ~he case, therefore, he kept it 
hidden. 50 
48 Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, p. 275. 
49
clifford J. Green, "Bonhoeffer: The Sociality of Christ and 
Humanity," Dissertation Series 6, University of Montana (Missoula, Mon-
tana: Scholars Press for the American Academy of Religion, n.d.), pp. 171-2. 
50Ibid., p. 172. 
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Bonhoeffer expressed this in a very personal letter written to Erwin Sutz 
from Finkenwalde in 1936. 
I plunged into my work in a very unchristian way. 
that many noticed in me has made my life difficult 
An ••• ambition 
Then something happened, something changed and transformed my life 
to the present day. For the first time I discovered the Bible •• 
I had preached often, I had seen a great deal of the Church, and 
talked and preached about it--but I had not yet become a Christian 
I know that at that time I turned the doctrine of Jesus Christ into 
something of personal advantage for myself . , • I pray to God that 
that will never happen again. Also I had never prayed, or prayed 
only very little. For all my loneliness, I was quite pleased with 
myself. Then the Bible, and in particular the Sermon on the Mount, 
freed me from that, Since then everything has changed. I have felt 
this plainly, and so have other people about me. It was a great 
liberation. 
Then ca.me the crisis of 1933. This strengthened me in it. Also, I 
now found others who shared that aim with me. The revival of the 
Church and of the ministry became my supreme concern.51 
This led not only to the aforementioned difference in his 
teaching style from that of the rest of the theological faculty, but this 
also led to a change in his own personal life style. 
Now for the first time in his life, he went regularly to the Sunday 
morning service, and he began to take Holy Communion as often as he 
could. 52 
• • • a momentous inner revolution all date from a time when the 
battle for the new insight, that the theologian must also be a 
Christian, had been fought and its fruits were ripening, But Bon-
hoeffer's certainty and joy in his commitment were the fruit of a 
longer struggle.53 
Something of the real person of Dietrich Bonhoeffer was maturing 
and growing. As the theologian became a man of Christian faith, there 
arose within him the desire to reflect and explicate this experience 
5lBethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, pp, 154-5. 
52Bosanquet, The Life and Death of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 109. 
53Bethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 154. 
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theologically. This found its first expression in the Christological 
lectures. As Bethge notes: 
This he felt to be the hardest task he had yet undertaken; not 
because interruptions became more frequent, but because he was 
faced with the task of bringing together, preserving and testing 
out all he had previously thought, said and attempted.54 
In the introduction to the Christological lectures, Bonhoeffer the man 
of faith is speaking for the first time. The believing "theologian" is 
at work as a Christian and a theologian. Bonhoeffer, the Christian, had 
to liberate the living Christ from the chains of philosophical and socio-
logical language. 
Bonhoeffer moves from a theological style which is deeply rooted in 
philosophical and sociological language to a tropological style with its 
foundations in the Bible. W. B. Gould describes this approach in his 
paper "After Thirty Years: Bonhoeffer's Discipleship Revisited.": 
The tropological approach--employed consistently by Bonhoeffer--is 
"an exegetical-devotional process whereby the subject and the object 
are overcome through the action of Christ in confrontation with the 
Scriptural Word.55 
This is significant because the change in style represents and reflects 
the man, and not merely a change in terminology. 
While Bonhoeffer was gaining new perspectiveness and insights in 
his own theological and faith life, the continued growth of the Nazi 
movement remained. Within a week of the signing of the Concordat, a 
referendum was held among members of all the Protestant churches in Ger-
many showing an overwhelming majority in favor of the German Christians 
(National Socialists in the Church). 
54Ibid. , p. 153. 
55william B. Gould, "After Thirty Years: Bonhoeffer's Disciple-
ship Revisited," University of Dubuque, 1978, p. 2. A paper prepared for 
and presented to the International Bonhoeffer Society. 
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The Concordat was concluded on the 20th of July, 1933; then on 
the 26th of July, 1933, Bonhoeffer uses a curious phrase that elucidates 
his position to Karow, the general superintendent of Berlin, in a per-
sonal latter. "The present weighs. heavily on us. God alone knows where 
the way is that will bring us out into the light. 1156 Bethge also notes 
in his biography: 
• • • for he was alarmed at the sluggish reactions of the church 
assemblies. He felt that the clergy should have displayed greater 
vigour and efficacy in countering state intervention, and in such a 
way as to make everyone realize unmistakably that the whole Church 
as such was involved, and not merely her leading figures . 57 
Mary Bosanquet recognizes that the pressure of these events, disturbing 
though they were, only served to intensify Bonhoeffer's creative concen-
tration upon the subject matter at hand, 
While these disturbing developments within the Church went forward, 
Bonhoeffer for the time being continued his work at the university, 
and it was in the summer of 1933 that his last and most outstanding 
series of lectures was delivered. 
Once more the creative power of the work rests in Bonhoeffer's 
intense concern for his subject. The young man stood up at the desk 
not to deliver a series of impersonal academic lectures, but to speak 
to his students about Jesus Christ.58 
Abstraction for the sake of scholarly study is now superceded by 
personal theological reflection, within an appropriately academic and 
systematic pattern, of the man of faith. It is evident that Bonhoeffer 
also realizes the full importance of these lectures for himself as a 
believer. This is the high point of his academic career and his life 
of faith because these two had reached a synthesis in Jesus Christ. 
56Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p, 248. 
57Bethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 223. 
58Bosanquet, The Life and Death of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 123. 
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Christology has now become the unifying chord for Bonhoeffer's faith 
and theological work. 
The scholar must approach Bonhoeffer's Christological lectures 
with an openness and sensitivity to the spiritual growth that has occur-
red. The impact of this spiritual growth upon Bonhoeffer's thought is 
significant. We are confronted here by a Christian who speaks as a 
theologian and from the heart, a man of his time speaking of Christ's 
timelessness as the God-man "for us," the spiritual reality as it was 
experienced by this Christian-Theologian. 
Bonhoeffer the theologian had become a Christian-Theologian. 
This is the central point in the shift of emphasis in his new tropologi-
cal approach to the theological task and its verbal expression. Bethge 
notes in the biography that, during the lectures, Bonhoeffer was charac-
terized by: 
a personal commitment that engaged the whole of his personality and 
showed itself in innumerable ways of practical behavior.59 
We must study Christology in the humble silence of the worshipping 
community. Prayer is to be silent.and to cry out at the same time, 
before God in the presence of His Word. We have come together as 
a community to study Christ, God's word. We have not ~en in church, 
but in the lecture room. We have academic work to do. 0 
While Bonhoeffer maintains a claim to the academic work to be done, this 
work from this time forward will be the work of his faith "seeking under-
standing." For Bonhoeffer, "'faith' is something whole, involving the 
whole of one's life. 1161 His life, pastoral and ecumenical work, 
59Bethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p, 153, 
60Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center (New York: Harper & Row, 
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and his. theological endeavors will find their unity and wholeness in 
faith--in Jesus Christ. 
Clifford Green provides us with the most concise outline of the 
lectures on Christology when he writes: 
The lectures were designed to have an introduction and three main 
parts. The introduction deals with methodological prolegomena, 
first considering the relation of Christology to the other intellec-
tual disciplines, and then discussing the connection between the doc-
trine of the person of Christ and soteriology. The three main parts 
were to treat the present Christ, the historical Christ, and the 
eternal Christ. Part three was not reached before the semester was 
concluded. Part two, although placed second in order, in fact dis-
closes the historical and systematic presuppositions of Bonhoeffer's 
own Christology. It examines the classical Christological formula-
tions and heresies, and their modern counterparts, under the rubric 
of "critical Christology," It thus prepares the way for Bonhoeffer's 
own position. 62 . 
Bonhoeffer's Christology is the core of this essay. Thus a care-
ful examination of his Christology and its uniqueness from its beginnings 
in these lectures is necessary. Since this particular time in his life 
was highly peculiar, it is not surprising that his approach towards this 
subject would carry with it its own brand of peculiarity. 
Christology is a peculiar discipline, because its subject is Christ 
himself, the Word, the Logos. Christology is Logologvv Chris-
tology is the science, because it is concerned with the Logos. Were 
this Logos our own Logos, then Christology would be a matter of the 
Logos, reflecting upon itself. But this Logos is the Logos of God, 
whose transcendence makes Christology the crown of learning and 
whose coming from the outside makes it the centre of scholarship. 63 
Bonhoeffer is clearly establishing the prima facia place and role 
of Christology in his life and work. From this point forward for Bonhoeffer 
62 Green, "Bonhoeffer," pp. 249-250. 
63Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, pp. 27-8. 
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all theology will be the practical application of Christology to the 
living of the Christian life. The basis for this can be seen in the text 
of the statement made in August of 1932 on the topic of "The Church is 
Dead.": 
In all that we say and do we are concerned with nothing but Christ 
and his honour among men. Let no one think that we are concerned 
with our own cause, with a particular view of the world, a definite 
theology or even with the honour of the church. We ~te concerned 
with Christ and nothing else. Let Christ be Christ. 
All valid theology is Christology either implicitly or explicitly. 
We find the application of this in his sermon preached on the 23rd of 
July, 1933, on the Church Election Day. During the sermon Bonhoeffer 
found it necessary to address himself to the problem of justifying one's 
involvement (particularly his involvement) in the Church struggle, and 
raising it above the issue of personal egoism in the quest for power. 
If it were left to us, we would rather avoid the decisions which are 
now forced upon us ; if it were left to us , we would rather not allow 
ourselves to be caught up in this Church struggle; if it were left 
to us, we would rather not have to insist upon the righteousness of 
our cause and we would so willingly avoid the terrible danger of 
exalting ourselves over others; if it were left to us, we would 
retire today rather than tomorrow into private life and leave all 
the struggle and pride to others. And yet--thank God--it has not 
been le~ to us. 
Jesus went out into a deserted place with his disciples, close to 
the edge of the pagan lands, and there he was alone with them. 
This is the place where for the first time he promises the legacy 
of his church. Not among the people, not at the visible climax of 
his mission; but outside, in a distant spot, far from the orthodox 
scribes and pharisees, 65 . 
Bonhoeffer roots his Christology in the Chalcedonian doctrine on 
the nature of Christ. This is the point of departure and the norm against 
64 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p. 180. 
65Ibid., pp. 208-9. 
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which Bonhoeffer engages in a "critical Christological" quest for the 
Christ "present" today. 
The Chalcedonian Definition of 451, which produced the classic 
formulation of the doctrine of the God-manhood of Jesus Christ 
was concerned with the complete divine and complete human nature of 
Christ, with the one Jesus Christ with two natures. 
What did the formula of Chalcedon say? It states the .§!:. priori 
impossibility and impermissability of taking the divinity and 
humanity of Jesus Christ side by side or together or as a relation-
ship of objectifiable entities. Simple negations remain. No posi-
tive pattern of thought is left to explain what happens in the Ged-
man Jesus Christ. Thus the mystery is left as a mystery and must 
be understood as such. All thought forms are cut short, After the 
decision of Chalcedon it is no longer permissible to objectify the 
divinity and the manhood in Christ and to distinguish them from 
each other as entities. W~ cannot form a concept of God and then 
draw boundaries within it. 6 
John A. Phillips notes that Bonhoeffer remains traditionally Lutheran 
and orthodox in his approach to Christology, especially by his use of 
the Chalcedonian definition of Christ. Yet, Phillips identifies the 
point of emphasis that Bonhoeffer accentuates in his orthodoxy, 
Luther used the traditional (medieval) four-fold method of scrip-
ture interpretation: historical, allegorical, tropological and 
analogical. But he tended in time to concentrate upon the third 
part of this schema which stressed the bearing of scripture upon 
the individual Christian through6the action of Christ (de quolibet spirituali et interiori homine). 7 
As Phillips adds, ''Luther made extensive use of this method, 
especially in his writings on the Psalms, and it is more than a coinci-
dence that Bonhoeffer, who turned so often to Luther . . , n68 would 
follow the model of Luther in his Christological lectures, since he also 
66Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, p. 91. 
67John A. Phillips, Christ for Us in the Theology of Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer (New York: Harper & Row, 1967), pp. 97-8. 
68Ibid.' p. 98. 
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used the same process in his work, Psalms: The Prayerbook of the Bible. 
Bonhoeffer is not betraying Lutheran thought; he actually is attempting 
to get back to where Luther was moving in his thought and work, The 
uniqueness of Bonhoeffer 1s approach lies in its faith~ulness to Luther's 
own methodology. 
Clifford Green notes that, for Bonhoeffer, "No abstract notion 
of God apart from his revelation in the man Jesus is permitted; no 
abstract idea of the humanity of Jesus apart from his unity with God is 
acceptable. 69 In short: 
For his own positive Christology, Bonhoeffer proposes a way forward 
in his conceptuality of sociology. "The relationship of God and man 
cannot [be] conceived as a relationsh:.j..p of things (Dinglichkeiten) 
but only in the relationship of persons." It is persons who ask of 
other persons the question: "Who? 11 70 
Bonhoeffer begins his "critical Christology" by crystallizing 
the concept of Jesus Christ from which he will proceed. This is an 
attempt to liberate Jesus Christ from the limiting world of theoretical 
theology in all its abstractness. What bothered Bonhoeffer most was 
the compartmentalizing of Christ into understandable categorie.s so that 
the theologian could comprehend the mystery of the Incarnation. Yet, 
the mystery of the Incarnation does not allow for the divorcing of the 
diYine and human nature, even for the sake of scholarly study, as it 
exists in the person of Jesus Christ. To speak of Jesus Christ, Bonhoeffer 
felt compelled to speak in terms of the creative power of the mystery of 
the Incarnation in binding the divine and human nature together in the 
69 Green, "Bonhoeffer, '' p. 250, 
70Ib.d 
l. • ' p. 251, 
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person of Jesus Christ. "This one God-man is the starting point of 
Christology. 1171 "God in timeless eternity is not God. Jesus limited by 
time is not Jesus. 1172 Bonhoeffer, therefore, sets forth the framework 
for his Christological thought in the following passage: 
For the Christological question, of its nature, must be addressed 
to the whole Christ, the one Christ. This whole Christ is the 
historical (geschichtliche) Jesus who can never in any way be 
divorced from his. work, But Christology primarily seeks his being 
and not his action, To put it in more abstract terms: the subject 
of Christolog:[ is the personal structure of the whole, historical 
Jesus Christ.73 
For Bonhoeffer, to speak of Christology is to speak of the 
"whole" and "unified" Jesus Christ. The subject of study, Jesus Christ 
the God-man, is a unity that must be accepted, studied, and underst0od 
as such. In Bonhoef,fer' s own words , "The theologian must be able to 
speak of Jesus Christ as one in whom 'Act' and 'Being' are one. 1174 
The critical scholar should take careful note of the cautiousness 
with which Bonhoeffer approaches the subject of Christology. There 
exists a healthy awe and fear of God; one that fruitfully produces a 
great respect for the subject of study--Jesus Christ. The fear of 
destroying the unity, the wholeness of Jesus Christ constantly manifests 
itself throughout the lectures, This leads Bonhoeffer to speak dialecti-
cally in terms of Jesus Christ and the mystery of the Incarnation. 
71Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, p. 46. 
72Ib'd l. • ' 
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The presence of Christ necessitates the statement "Jesus is 
fully man"--and it necessitates the statement, "Jesus is fully 
God. 11 75 . 
Here we are confronted with the first problem of Christology: if 
Christ is presented now only as power, but in his person~ how are 
we to conceive of this presence so that it does not violate the 
wholeness of his person,76 
Bonhoeffer is creating a novel approach for his students and 
himself by maintaining the unity of the two natures, He will now engage 
in a critical analysis of how one may properly ask the Christological 
question. He believes that the question must be stated clearly, properly, 
and succinctly if it is to be understood and answered correctly. But it 
is an answer that transcends the classroom and theological jargon; the 
student finds himself confronted ontologically by the person of Jesus 
Christ. Bonhoeffer was well aware of the implications of where the 
improperly asked Christological question could lead the theologian. He 
explicates this in the section of the lectures dedicated to the histori-
cal Christ. The consequences of this improper approach may lead the 
theologian to heresy, or, worse still, to the loss of Jesus Christ. 
Bonhoeffer sums this up when he states: "Who are you really? • Christ 
goes through the ages, questioned anew, missed anew, and killed anew. 11 77 
The improperly asked question is tantamount to killing Christ. 
The question, "Who are you?" remains ambiguous ••. But it can 
also be the question of the person who, when he asks, means "How 
ean I deal with you?" In that case, the question is simply a dis-
guised form of the questi'on "How?" The question "Who?" can be put 
to Jesus only when the counter-question has been heard. In that case 
it is not man who has dealt with Jesus, but Jesus who has dealt .with 
man. So the question "Who?" is to be spoken only in faith,78 
75Ib. d ]. . ' p. 
76Tuid. 
77Ib"d ]. . ' 
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Clifford Green captures the significance of this understanding 
for Bonhoeffer in the following passage where he attempts to clarify the 
Christological question in these lectures. 
Two categories are used to develop Christology under the rubric of 
person: Personstructor and E.xistenzweise. If the proper question 
of Christology is "Who is Jesus Christ?" this is a question that can 
only be asked of the Christ who is present. Christology is not con-
cerned with an ideal of Christ nor with the historical influence of 
Christ, but with the resurrected Christ, the living God, who is 
reall¥ present as a person not in isolation but only in relation to 
men.79 
As a result, that one question always remains: "who are you?" 
The answers for Dietrich Bonhoeffer were not systematically developed in 
a logical progression. Rather, as is continually discovered in this 
paper, the answers arose as a response to the situation of life at this 
moment. Bonhoeffer addressed himself to the concrete situations of this 
historical moment. He responded to Christ in this moment of time and as 
a faithful Christian-Theologian: 
. . . there is a consensus developing among scholars concerning the 
decisive question about which his life and work centered, viz., the 
concrete presence of Christ; all else is subsumed under this. 
Whether the question is "Who is Christ?" (which is the governing 
idea up until the church struggle) or whether it is the same phrase 
with "today" introduced into it (which denotes what is really "new" 
in the letters from prison) it remains the same issue. While the 
question was forever in his thought, Bonhoeffer found he had several 
answers to the one question.BO 
Bonhoeffer would spend the rest of his life attempting to live 
out the answers in very practical wa:ys. I would like to cite one example 
of this here where Dietrich confronts the question of military conscription 
79Green, "Bonhoeffer," p. 251. 
80Peter Vorkink II, Bonhoeffer in a World come of Age (Phila-
delphia: Fortress Press, 1968), p. x, 
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and its demand that he leave Germany. Since this is an extended quote 
it shall serve as the only example to demonstrate the way in which Bon-
hoeffer typically responded to the situation of life as a Christian-
Theologian. Many other examples may be drawn from the biography as well: 
such as his statements regarding the "Crystal Night ,"his decision to 
return to Germany in 1939, his decision to become involved in the con-
spiracy, his participation in "Operation 7", and many other examples. 
I am thinking of leaving Germany sometinie. The main reason is the 
compulsory military service to which the men of my age (1906) will 
be called up this year. It seems to me conscientiously impossible 
to join in a war under the present circumstances. On the other hand, 
the Confessing Church as such has not ta.ken any definite attitude 
in this respect and probably cannot take it as things are. So I 
should cause a tremendous damage to my brethren if I would make a 
stand on a point which would be regarded by the regime as typical 
of the hostility of our church towards the state. Perhaps the worst 
thing of all is the military oath which I should have to swear. So 
I am rather puzzled in this situation, and perhaps even more because, 
I feel, it is really only on Christian grounds that I find it diffi-
cult to do military service under the present conditions, and yet 
there are only very few friends who would approve of my attitude. 
In spite of much reading and thinking concerning this matter I have 
not yet made up my mind what I would do under these circumstances. 
But actually as things are I should have to do violence to my 
Christian conviction, if I would take up arms "here and now. 11 81 
Bonhoeffer would leave Germany for the United States only to discover 
that he had made a mistake. Thereupon, he would return to Germany where 
he would decide that he belonged. 
Christology was the practical confrontation of the call of Christ, 
who is living and present in the world today as the God-man, to live out 
practically the demands of the Go~pel. Af'ter the theologian has addressed 
the question of "Who?" in the proper form of address, he must then permit 
81
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Christ to be Christ by allowing Him to ask of us, "Who do you say that 
I am?" Our response to this counter-question is one of faith and 
action. 
This is highlighted once again in the opening paragraph of his 
sermon on the Church Election Day in July of 1933. During the same 
month that Bonhoeffer delivered the Christological lectures, he also 
addressed these words to his congregation: 
Matthew 16, 13-18: ''Now when Jesus came into the district of 
Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, 'Who do men say that the 
Son of Man is?' And they said, 'Some say John the Baptist, others 
say Elijah, and others Jeremiah or one of the prophets.' He said 
to them, 'but who do you say that I am?' Simon Peter replied, 'You 
are the Christ, the Son of the living God.' And Jesus answered him, 
'Blessed are you, Simon Bar-Jona! For flesh and blood has not 
revealed this to you, but my Father who is in heaven. And I tell 
you, you ~re Peter, and on this rock I will build my Church, and 
the powers of death shall not prevail against it. 1 11 tl2 
Later in the sermon he will come back to this simple biblical opening of 
the sermon to once again expound its Christocentric significance for the 
believer. 
And so he addresses himself directly to his disciples: "But who 
do you say that I am?" In this immediate confrontation with Christ 
there can be no "perhaps" or "some say," no opinions but only 
silence or the answer which Peter now gives: "You are the Christ, 
the Son of the living God. " Here in the midst of human opinions and 
views, something quite new suddenly becomes visible. Here God's name 
is recognized. Here is no longer human opinion, but precisely the 
opposite, here is divine revelation and confession of faith. "Bles-
sed are you, Simon Bar-Jona! For flesh and blood has not revealed 
this to you, but my Father who is in heaven. And I tell you, you 
are Peter, and on this rock I will build my Church." 
What is the difference between Peter and the others? Is he of such 
a heroic nature that he towers over the others? He is not. Is. he 
endowed with such unheard of strength of character? He is not. Is 
82Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p. 208. 
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he gifted with unshakable loyalty? He is not. Peter is nothing, 
nothing but a man confessing his faith, a man who has been con-
fronted by Christ and who has r.ecognized Christ, and who now con-
fesses his faith in him, and this confessing Peter is called the 
rock on which Christ will build his Church.~3 
In the Incarnation, Bonhoeffer believes, the Logos no longer 
remains a mysteriously incomprehensible reality, but has become man. 
The person encountered by the believer is the transcendent person of 
Jesus Christ. Man now encounters a being alien to his own being, a 
being which in its transcendence encounters man at the borders of his 
existence. "So the question of transcendence is the question of 
existence and the question of existence is the question of transcen-
dence .• In theological terms: man only knows who he is in the 
light of God. 1184 
Bonhoeffer's lectures explode to life because he is free to speak 
of "The present Christ--the Pro me." He makes this assertion in the 
light of the oldest Christological statement: "Jesus is the Christ pres-
ent as the Crucified and Risen One. 1185 The presence of Christ is to be 
understood as the presence in the "here and now." This presence is 
Bonhoeffer's underlying presupposition in the development of his Christ 
"for me." William Gould summarizes this discussion of Bonhoeffer thus 
far when he states: 
Bonhoeffer never attempts to prove the presence of Christ. Instead, 
he proclaims him as the God-man who exists for mankind. Bonhoeffer 
points out that the starting point for theology is the statement that 
"God is God in the man Jesus. In this Jesus Christ, God is present. 
This one God-man must be thought of in his relation to mankind, 
83Ib. d 
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rather than in relation to being itself, A theology is only 
complete when it proclaims that "God is only God pro~ (for me), 
Christ is only Christ pro ~. 11 86 
For Bonhoeffer, Christ's presence and encounter with and "for me" 
can only occur because of His transcendence and immanence. Yet, it is 
Christ's transcendence, the mystery of the Incarnation, that permits His 
immanence as well. It is within the transcendence and immanence of Jesus 
Christ that He can be present "for me." 
Bonhoeffer develops the "for me" structure of Jesus Christ within 
the context of these lectures. The logic, unity, and uniqueness of his 
approach truly exposes the Christian-Theologian as he thinks Christo-
centrally about the "for me" structure of Christ's presence. He sug-
gests that Christ stands in relationship to the new hlllllanity in three 
ways: 
1. Being pro ~--Christ. is the pioneer of those who follow him 
(historical relation of Jesus). 
2. Christ is for his brethren by standing in their place (place 
of the new hlllllanity before God). He stands where mankind 
should, but does not. He is the community (redemption). 
3. Since He acts as the new humanity, it is in Him and He is in 
it. The one, whole unified person of the God-man Jesus Christ 
is present in the Church which is that small group which has 
chosen to follow. Present in the church via the pro ~ struc-
ture of His being is Jesus Christ. He is present in the Word, 
the Sacrament, and the community.87 
For Bonhoeffer, Christ can only be Christ present bodily in time 
and space when He is "for me." We must permit Christ to be himself for 
86
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us--to be the God-man "for me," John A. Phillips provides a great deal 
of insight on this point: 
The heart of Bonhoeffer 's lectures is his argument that the total 
orientation of the personal structure of Christ is pro!!!!:: Christ's 
being-for-me is not some "power" which he possesses but rather the 
definition of his being~ His determination pro ~is the center of 
his personal structure. 0 8 
This person, Jesus Christ, the God-man has chosen to stand "for me." 
"This is not an ontic nor historical power which he possesses; his person 
is this power. 1189 By speaking this way, Bonhoeffer is attempting to 
reaffirm the mystery of the Incarnation, open the mind of the believer, 
and prepare the Christian for an encounter with the living Jesus Christ. 
What man encounters is the living Christ and not an idea or a doctrine. 
That is, Christ can never be thought of in his being in himself, 
but only in his relation to me. That in turn means that Christ 
can only be conceived of as existentially, viz., in the community.90 
The "for me" structure of Christ, in the thought of Bonhoeffer, 
now permits us to accept Christ as the One who has freely bound himself to 
each man. 
But the decisive element in the pro ~ structure is that the being 
and action of Christ are maintained within it. Actio Dei and prae-
sentia Dei, the being for you and the being for you, are combined. 
When the unity of act and being in Jesus is understood in this way, 
the question of his person, i.e., the question "Who?," can rightly 
be put .91 
88John A. Phillips, Christ for Us in the Theology of Dietrich Bon-
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By being "for me," Christ encounters me as God's Word; "Christ, 
the Word, is the Truth. Truth is only in the Word and through the Word. 1192 
God has revealed himself in the Word. He has bound himself to the 
Word so as to speak it to men. He does not alter this Word.93 
Though this Word is unalterable, it also remains the Word of address. It 
is the Word which carries within it "meaning" and "truth" for man. As 
such: "Christ as ·idea is timeless truth; the idea of God embodied in Jesus 
is accessible to any one at any time. 1194 The Word seeks to express itself 
in the form of address to man. "Whereas the Word as idea can remain; as 
address, it can only be between two persons. Address leads to answer and 
it is answerable."95 
"The nature of the Word as address demands a coI!IDlunity. 1196 The 
Word as address seeks a community which will provide the encounter between 
the present Christ "for me" and man. The Word of address is the call of 
God to men, isolating them in the presence of the community, in the "here 
and now" of their lives, and demanding each man to answer for himself. 
For Bonhoeffer, the Word of address finds man in the Church: 
In the Church, moreover, Christ exists as a "living address" to 
all men, summoning them to response. As idea, or purely in itself, 
the Word can, Bonhoeffer says, "remain in itself." But the incar-
nate in Jesus, the Word becomes "an address," ~nd an address can 
only be between persons, leading to an answer.~7 
92Ib"d J. • ' p. 49. 
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The Word seeks a proper disposition for its address. For Bon-
hoeffer, the ccmmmity essentially is the Church and Christ takes form 
as the word of the Church, "Christ is not only present !E... the word of 
the Church but also as the word of the Church, i, e. , as the spoken word 
of preaching. 1198 Christ is really present as the Word which encounters 
and challenges man within the preaching of' the Church, Bonhoef'fer re-
af'firms the temporally and spatially "present" Christ in the Church as 
the Word which encounters -and challenges man within the preaching of the 
Church. Bonhoeffer rea,f'firms the temporally and spatially ''present 11 
Christ in the Church as the Word as it is present in the spoken word of 
its teaching. 
The relationship between God's Word and man's Word tn preaching 
is not that of exclusiveness. The human word of preaching is not 
a phantom body for the Word of God. But the Word of God has really 
entered into the humiliation of the Word of man. 
Two things must be said here with equal emphasis: 11I could not 
preach if I did now know that I were speaking the Word of God"; 
and "I could not preach if' I did not know that I were not speaking 
the Word of' God. 11 Human impossibility and God's promise are one 
and the sa.me.99 
Clifford Green clarifies this when he notes, 11 •• , even though this 
humiliation is a veiling of the Word, the human word of the sermon is the 
Word of God since God freely binds himself' to the word of man, 11100 
This is born out in Bonhoeffer 's sermon on the day of the church 
elections, which also happened to be the day his confirma,nds were being 
confirmed. The summary of what he had stated in the classroom thus far 
98Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, p. 52. 
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is confirmed in the word of his own preaching: 
But it is not we who build. He wills to build the church. No man 
builds the church but Christ alone, Whoever is minded to build the 
church is surely well on the way to destroying it; for he will build 
a temple to idols without wishing or knowing it, We must confess--
he builds. We must procla,im--he builds. We must pray to him--he 
builds. We do not know his plan. We cannot see whether he is 
building or pulling down, It may be that the times of collapse are 
for him the greatest times of building .. , . It is a great com-
fort which Christ gives to his church: you confess, preach, bear 
witness to me, and I alone will build where it pleases me. Do not 
meddle in what is my province. Church, do what is given to you to 
do well and you have done enough. But do it well. Pay no heed to 
views and opinions, don't always be calculating what will happen, 
don't always be on the lookout for another refuge! Church, stay a 
church! But church confess, confess, confess! Christ alone is your 
Lord, from his grace alone can you live as you are, Christ builds.101 
This again may be demonstrated by a talk of Bonhoeffer, in August 
of 1932, on the "Church is Dead," While the speech predates the Christo-
logical lectures, it provides us with a confirmation that Bonhoeffer was 
already dealing with these thoughts during this time, and that they find 
a synthesis in the Christological lectures. 
102 Christ must become present to us in preaching, • , , 
We must come together to hear Christ. Have we heard him! I can 
only put the question; each man must answer for himself, But I will 
say at least this: It is not precisely the significance of these 
conferences that, where someone approaches us appearing utterly 
strange and incomprehensible in his concerns and yet demands a hear-
ing of us, we perceive in the voice of our brother the voice of 
Christ himself, and do not evade this voice, but take it quite 
seriously and listen and love the other precisely in his strangeness. 
That brother encounters brother in all openness and truthfulness and 
need, and claims the attention of others is the sole way in which 
Christ encounters us at such a conference. We are here and we are 
joined together not as the community of those who know, but of those 
who all look for the word of their Lord and seek everywhere if they 
cannot hear it, not as those who know, but as those who seek, those 
101 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p. 212. 
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who are hungry, those who wait, those who are in need, those who 
hope. Christ encounters us in our brother, the German in the 
Englishman, the Frenchman in the German,103 
Just as Christ is fully present in the "for me" structure of the 
Word, so too is he present fully in the "for me" structure of the sacra-
ment. "Two things are to be said here: Christ is wholly Word and yet 
104 the sacrament, too, fully mediates the presence of the Word," It is 
within the mystery of the sacrament that the Word takes the form of 
address. The sacramental action is the Word addressed to man, The Word, 
Jesus Christ, takes unto himself an "embodiment" which causes the Word 
to be existentially present. Simply, the sacrament is the corporeal form 
of the Word of God as it is intimately addressed to man. · "The elements of 
. 105 
water, bread and wine, named by God by name, become sacraments." Dr. 
Clifford Green draws the correlation between Christ present as the Word 
and as Sacrament in the thought of Bonhoeffer. 
As previously, the category of the Word is the prior one. Like the 
sermon, "the sacrament is the Word of God for it is the proclamation 
of the gospel"; it is present both in the sermon and sacraments--
eucharist and baptism. While the one, whole Christ is present in the 
sermon as in the sacrament, yet the sacrament is a specific form of 
Christ, for here the Word is enacted in corporeal form. Like the 
sermon, the sacrament is both judgment and "the promise of the for-
giveness of sins," "clear revelation"; but it is so in the form of 
natural elements--water, bread, and wine--which God names and sanc-
tifies in the creaturely world.106 
103Ibid., p. 181. 
104 . Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, p. 53. 
105Ib.d 
l. • ' p. 54. 
106 Green, "Bonhoeffer," p. 258. 
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Jaroslav Pelikan adds: 
And Jesus Christ is not the absent one. His real presence in the 
sacrament cannot be dissociated from the real presence in the Church, 
"the presence in Word and Sacrament is related to the presence in the 
Church as reality is related to form. . . • The Church between ascen-
sion and second coming is his form, and the only one at that." Christ 
is. present both as Word and as Sacrament. As Word, he speaks in such 
a way as to create the form of the Church, which thus becomes not only 
the recipient of the Word of revelation but herself is a revelation 
and a Word of God. As Sacrament, Christ assumes bodily form to be 
present, and the Church is his body.107 
In short, Bonhoeffer states, "The word of preaching is the form in which 
the Logos reaches the human Logos. The sacrament is the form in which the 
Logos reaches man in his nature, 11108 
"Thus the eucharist is what it is by God addressing and hallowing 
the elements of bread and wine with his Word. 11109 For Bonhoeffer, the 
Word is Jesus Christ (the God-man), the incarnation of God. It is Jesus 
Christ in the wholeness of his divinity and humanity who is present "for 
me" in the incognito of the incarnation. 
For Bonhoeffer, the historical man Jesus and the Christ of faith 
are unified in the incarnation of the God-man. He is present and contem-
poraneous with us by encountering man at the border of his existence as 
Word and Sacrament. Christ stands in relation to us as the "new man," 
the "new creation." Christ stands before God where we should but can not. 
The humiliation of Christ is the incarnation and His subsequent rejection 
by the world. This is forever repeated anew in the Sacrament. 
107Jaroslav Pelikan, "Bonhoeffer's Christology of 1933," in The 
Place of Bonhoeffer, ed. Martin E, Marty (New York: Association Press, 
1962), p. 151. 
108Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, p. 54. 
109Ibid., pp. 56-7. 
To speak of man and history, Bonhoeffer felt that one must also 
speak of nature, For nature participates in the life of this fallen 
world, but in a significantly different sense than man. "But nature 
is a creature under the curse, not under guilt, for it has not freedom. 11110 
Christ has become the new creature and stands "for me'' here and now. 
Nature lives under a curse, the guilt of fallen man, and it longs for its 
original state--"the created Word of God, proclaiming the Word freely. 11111 
And it finds its redemption in Jesus Christ, This remains something that 
must be proclaimed and believed; but it is something which cannot be 
demonstrated. It is in the sacraments that the enslaved old creation is 
made free for the service of the new creation. 
For Bonhoeffer--and here he is taking a position quite at odds with 
the tradition of Protestant thought--the entire natural world be-
comes of importance in the light of the humiliated one whom we in 
faith recognize as the Exalted One. "The concept of the natural," 
he writes, "must be recovered on the basis of the gospel." All of 
nature, and not only men, is redeemed in Christ, because Christ is 
Lord not only of the Church but of the world.112 
In his lecture, "The Theological Basis for the World Alliance," 
Bonhoeffer applies his concept of sacrament when he remarks: 
The preaching of the forgiveness of sins is the guarantee of the 
validity of the preaching of the commandment, Now does this 
preaching of the forgiveness of sins itself in its turn need a 
guarantee of its validity? The guarantee of the validity of the 
preaching of the forgiveness of sins is the sacrament, Here the 
general saying, "Thy sins be forgiven thee," is bound up with water, 
wine and bread, here it comes to be out in all its own distinctness, 
which is understood by those who hear it in faith, What the Sacra-
ment is for the preaching of the gospel, the knowledge of firm 
reality is for the preaching of the sacrament. Reality is the 
sacrament of command, Just as the sacraments of Baptism and Com-
munion are the sole forms of the first reality of creation in this 
llOib. d 
i • ' p. 67. 
111Ibid. 
112z· "Y . B 1° " 62 immermann, ears in er in, p. • 
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age, and just as they are sacraments because of their relation to 
the original creation, so the "ethic~l sacrament'' of reality is to 
be described as a sacrament only insofar as this reality is itself 
wholly grounded in its relation to the reality of creation,113 
This thought would later reappear in Bonhoefferts course on homi-
letics, given during his tenure at Finkenwalde. Here he would once again 
restate the question of the relationship of nature and sacrament to 
preaching. 
The Word of preaching that enslaved nature is redeemed in hope. A 
sign of this is given where , in the sacraments, elements of the old 
creation have become elements of the new creation.114 
The bread, the wine, and the water became Christ "present" for 
"me" in the historical moment of the "here and now" of creation. For 
Bonhoeffer's Christology everything depends upon his presence both in 
Word and in the Sacrament, "His determination pro ~is the centre of 
his personal structure. 11115 ''The transfigured body is present everywhere; 
so too is Christ's humanity in the eucharist. 11116 Christ is present by 
virtue of his being there and being there for you. 
In the Word he makes use of our human logos; in the sacrament he 
makes use of our body and is present in the sphere of tangible 
nature. In the sacrament Christ is beside us as creature, in our 
niidst, brother with brother. But in being a creature he is also 
the new creature,117 
113 6 Bonhoeffer, p. 1 0. 
114c. E. Fant, Bonhoeffer: Worldly Preaching (New York: 'I'homas 
Nelson, Inc., 1975), p. 76 
115Phillips, Christ for Us, p. 80. 
116Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, pp. 56-7. 
117Thid.' p. 57. 
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Ergo. Christ's presence in the Church must be seen as a simul-
taneous presence in both Word and Sacrament. It is within the Word and 
Sacrament that Jesus can stand as our brother who is there "for me." 
Bread and wine are nothing in themselves, but "they are real nourishment 
for the new being. 11118 "This being-for-men is what makes them a new 
creation. 11119 "Christ must be present to us in preaching and in the 
sacrament ... , 11120 implores Bonhoeffer in his speech to the World 
Alliance of Churches. For the Church is the embodiment of Christ pres-
ent "here and now" and standing "for me." 
If Christ stands "for me," then it follows He must stand for 
others in the same manner. The question of Christology also deals with 
the question of ecclesiology as well. "In other words Christology in-
volves ecclesiology; Christ and church are inseparable. 11121 John A. 
Phillips provides us with a brief synopsis of the interrelationship 
between Christ, man, and community: 
Bonhoeffer argues in his earliest dissertation that, as opposed to 
the Idealist picture of a personal Mind in which every man partici-
pates and to which he must surrender his individuality, the Christian 
concept of a person posits the indi vidua.l as an ultimate willed by 
God. The multiplicity of persons and the integrity of the individual 
remain irreducible--even within the community of revelation. Commu-
nity is thus an area of encounter between individuals in which, in 
the moment of decision, "the individual again and again becomes a 
person through the other." In community, I encounter and am encoun-
tered by, created and am created by, unique, ultimate, inviolable 
persons who directly affect me at the same time that they remain 
free from my contro1.122 
118Tu'd 59 1. • ' p. . 
119Ibid. 
120 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p. 183. 
121william E. May, Christ in Contemporary Thought (New York: 
Pflaum, 1970), p. 76, 
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This is foreshadowed in his draft of a text on "What is the 
Church?", written in 1932, in which he states: 
the church is "community," the communion of saints, those 
freed by God from loneliness, one hearing the other, giving him-
self, knowing himself responsible because he is bound by God to 
him. Community through sacrifice, prayer and forgiveness. The 
breaking of the chains of solitude, the reality of being one with 
one.another and for one another, in love, and brotherhood. And 
all this from God. God, the present Christ, lays. the basis of the 
community; it is His people called from the world by His word, 
bound to Him their sole Lord in faith, bound to their brothers in 
love.123 · 
Where does this Christ stand for Dietrich Bonhoeffer? The God-
man who stands "for me" in Word and Sacrament, in and as community, also 
stands in the same way for you. It is imperative that the believer under-
stand this. Man is brought together with his brother through Jesus Christ. 
This is reduced to a very simple proposition that will have far-ranging 
ramifications in the life and thought of Bonhoeffer--Christ is the Center! 
Christ is the center of all reality; as such, he stands as the mediator 
of all reality. Christ isthemediator between God and myself, between me 
and my neighbor, between me and my true self, between nature and man. 
"He stands on the boundary of my existence, beyond my existence, but still 
for me. 11124 As William Gould so aptly puts it: 
In Bonhoeffer's thought, then, Christ is always the man for others. 
He is both at the boundary and at the center of man's existence. This 
does not mean that he relates to man's feelings about his own self 
(as Schliermacher taught) but that he relates to man as he is a person 
before God. He not only points out man's failure to fulfill the law 
by himself, but gives him the grace whereby he may succeed, 125 
As Clifford Green adds, "The fact that these lectures begin with 
the presence of Christ in the Church should not obscure the fact that the 
123 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, pp. 150-1. 
124 Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, p. 61, 
l25Gould, The Worldly Christian, p. 5. 
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One who is present is not confined to the Church but is Lord and Media-
tor of all reality. 11126 Green further carries out this thought and 
briefly sums up what has occurred in Bonhoeffer's thought, and its 
impact upon him. Bonhoeffer has now been freed of the problems of 
personal power in egocentricity. Green also demonstrates how these 
lectures will become a basis from which legitimate action can be taken 
in obedience to God in the "here and now" of history. 
The soteriological meaning is clear, Christ is the Mediator of 
human existence in that he negates the unlimited, self-established, 
isolated power of the dominating ego and justifies man for a life 
of love for others, The gospel, in other words, frees man from 
egocentricity to Christocentricity: but since Christ is present 
for man in the fellow man, a pro ~being, man's true being is 
being-for-others. Admittedly, we do not yet find in these lec-
tures the Christological formula of the Letter, Christ "the man 
for others" or explicit description of Christian existence as 
"being there for others." But the whole direction of the Chris-
tology lectures, building on the previous theology, points towards 
these formulations. They are present in intention, if not in 
actual words.127 
The background statements leading one to support Green's thesis 
can be found throughout Bonhoeffer 1s writings; but the writings of this 
particular period reflect a thought pattern that encompasses much more 
than the classroom. An early quotation is drawn from a catechetical 
guide written for pastors, co-authored by Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Franz 
HildebraI'!dt in the summer of 1931. It should be noted that this was 
written as a teachers' guide for pastors and was not intended for use as 
a textbook. 
126 Green, "Bonhoeffer," pp, 261-2, 
127Ibid., p. 267. 
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Where is the true church? Where preaching stands and falls by the 
pure Gospel of the gracious God against all human self-righteous-
ness. Where the sacraments depend on the word of Christ without any 
magic. Where the community of the spirit stands in service and not 
in domination. 
Do I need a church? If you knew what the church is and for what it 
needs, you would not ask, but rejoice. The glad things would 
leave you no rest as long as you could have them. You would look 
for the community where one stands in prayer for the other, says all 
to him and forgives all, and for the promise that "here one shall be 
Christ to the other," [Luther]l28 
It is signicant. that Luther is quoted within this context. This 
concept of "Christ as the man for others" appears to have had its first 
germination here. Luther and his writings were very special to Bonhoeffer 
and his work. It is significant, then, that the Christian needs to stand 
in Christ's place for the other. Supporting Green's statement, we find 
that the thought is present but that it has not fully matured in the con-
sciousness of Bonhoeffer nor found expression in his theological terminol-
ogy. Yet it can be said that Christ as the "man for others" is certainly 
present in his thought. 
These Christological themes again find their rudimentary expres-
sion in a draft of a July 1932 talk, where Bonhoeffer is discussing the 
need for a theological foundation upon which to build the World Alliance 
of Churches. 
Because of the Christus praesens, the word of the church here and 
now must be a valid, binding word. Someone can only speak to me 
with authority if a word from the deepest knowledge of my humanity 
encounters me here and now in all my reality, Any other word is 
impotent. The word of the church to the world must therefore en-
counter the world in all its present reality from the deepest 
knowledge of the world, if it is to be authoritative ..• God is 
"always" God to us "today, 11129 
128 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p. 144. 
129Ibid., pp. 157-8. 
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The terminology that Bonhoeffer used to express. his thought is 
interesting, especially when we note the key: "one stands in p:r~er 
for the other,'' "here one shall be Christ to the other" (Luther), 
"Christus preasens, 11 and ''here and now.'' This terminology will take on 
its own unique expression as he fully appropriates its meaning and 
significance to himself in the later period of his life, For now these 
serve as germinating ideas which yet need to find their full personal 
appropriation in terms of Bonhoeffer's own theological language, These 
are concepts which still need to be realized within the context of his 
life. Already, though, we see the foundations for concrete action being 
laid in the Christological lectures. All this is alluded to in the sum-
mer of 1932, the year before the Christological lectures are delivered, 
where Bonhoeffer picks up these themes and phrases. In his lecture on 
the "Church is Dead" we find such as; "Let Christ be Christ," "Christ 
encounters us in our brother," and "Christ mus-e become present to us." 
This will ultimately find its fullest expression in the Letters 
and Papers from Prison, where Bonhoeffer will state in s1.llilirlary what it 
has ~11 meant to him. Let us survey a few of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's 
remarks from the letters between May 1944 and the end of bis written 
communication: 
The ground for this lies in the revelation of God in Jesus Christ. 
·He is the centre of life, and he certainly did not "come" to answer 
our unsolved problems.130 
While you are in Italy I shall write to you about the Song of Songs. 
I must say I should prefer to read it as an ordinary love song, and 
that is probably the best "Christological" exposition.131 
130Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison, p. 164. 
131Ibid., pp. 165-6. 
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Redemption myths arise from human boundary experiences, but Christ 
takes hold of a man at the centre of his life. 132 
To be a Christian does not mean to be religious in a particular way, 
or to make something of oneself (a sinner, a pentitent, or a saint) 
on the basis of some method or other, but the man Christ creates in 
us.133 
Finally, in his outline for a book, Bonhoeffer once again takes up the 
theme of Christ and Church formally for the last time. 
The experience that a transformation of all human life is given in 
the fact that "Jesus is there only for others." His nbeing there 
for others" is the experience of transcendence. It is only this 
"being there for others," maintained till death, thi3-t is the ground 
of his omnipotence, omniscence, and omnipresence.134 · 
The Church is Church only when it exists for others. 135 
It [the· Church] must tell men of every calling what it means to 
live in Christ, to exist for others,136 
Unfortunately, the thoughts of Dietrich Bonhoeffer on Christ and 
His relationship to man and the world are only fragmentary probes, due 
to his tragic death. They, however, do give us a clear picture that a 
synthesis in Bonhoeffer's Christological thought was beginning to occur. 
This synthesis was one that brought God into the most intimate concerns 
of man and his world. What we have seen here are the background state-
ments, set within their proper context, and how those statements gave 
birth to a unique and personal statement on the Christocentric nature of 
132Ib. d 
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133Ibid., P· 190. 
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Bonhoeffer's life and wo:rk. We have briefly seen how this was brought 
into a structural synthesis during his prison confinement, Th.ose events 
which link the development and continuity of Bonhoeffer 1 s thought between 
these two periods will now b.e looked at , The focus will be on those 
events which link the life of the Christian-Theologian with his thought 
as a university lecturer, conspirator, and prisoner. The decisions and 
partings this demanded of the man will be examined, 
In closing, this Christian-Theologian provides a refreshing view 
of the Christological question in a style that is evangelistic along with 
an approach that is rigidly theological. By maintaining a dialectical 
balance, Bonhoeffer was able to save evangelism from pietism and theology 
from absurdity. "Bonhoeffer became 'evangelistic' only by asking this 
one central question, 'Who are You for us today' and by pointing to an 
answer with fragmentary probes, and with his life, 11137 
Bonhoeffer's ability to venture into these unknown areas of 
theological questioning have become the hallmark of this twentieth century 
theologian. Bonhoeffer remains a Christian-Theologian who was driven by 
his quest for the "present Christ" standing "for me," not bound by the 
orthodoxy of denominational traditionalism and who had bequeathed to us 
the possibility of a new generation of theologians who think theologically. 
As Wolf-Dieter Zimmermann, a former student of Bonhoeffer, recalls, "He 
was a theologian of the new generation, and just starting, 11138 
137vorkink, Bonhoeffer in a World Come of Age, p. 50. 
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What fascinated me in this man from the beginning was the way he 
saw things; "he turned them around," to the place where God had 
ordained for them. And in the process the values which had been 
so familiar and natural to us were transformed as if by themselves. 
To tell the genuine from the unreal was of the greatest j.mpo;rtance 
in theology. I should have liked to write the whole lecture down, 
word for word. Every sentence went home; here was a concern for 
what troubled me, and indeed all of us young people, what we asked 
and wanted to know. There was lots of systematic theology in this 
lecture, as well as dogmatics and symbolics; but they serve as 
occasions for dealing with the main question.139 
During this time of mounting evils, it is interesting to note 
-
the increased role that Christ takes in Bonhoeffer's life. Bethge is 
very blunt in his assessment of this when he writes: 
In the coming years, when Christians and ministers alike were faced 
with an unprecedented challenge, this total concentration on Christ 
in no way represented a barrier to or diminution of the reality of 
contemporary life. On the contrary, it created an irmnunization 
against the deceptions of National Socialism and its servants 
within the contemporary Church,140 
139Tuid.' p. 60, 
140 Bethge, Costly Grace, p. 63, 
CH.APTER IV 
BONHOEFFER WITHDRAWS FROM THE UNIVERSITY 
TO ENTER INTO THE CHURCH STRUGGLE 
From the beginning of 1933, the Bonhoeffer family knew that war 
was inevitable. They were also unanimous in their rejection of Adolf 
Hitler as a legitimate leader of Germany. Dietrich even denounced Hitler 
on the wireless as he spoke on the changing concept of leader. He spoke 
clearly and directly on this topic, "Leaders," Bonhoeffer stated, "or 
offices which set themselves up as gods, mock God and the individual who 
stands alone before him, and must perisb.. 11141 The struggle in which 
Bonhoeffer was engaged during this second period of his life was a theo-
logical one, but one which remained very real. For the battle was for 
the "soul" of Germany. It was a struggle that would lead him out of the 
classroom and into the Church. Zimmermann provides us with his assessment 
of the situation at that time. 
When the Church struggle grew more intense and his life as a univer-
sity lecturer became more precarious, Bonhoeffer thought that now was 
the time to work in the congregation. There, he said, the great 
decisions will be taken, there is the Church now, the Confessing 
Church.142 
Bonhoeffer's decision to withdraw from the academic scene was 
influenced by the intrusion of the state into the affairs of the Church. 
141 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p. 200. 
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Changing the attitude of the reactionaries into positive action was 
Bonhoeffer' s constant concern, Bethge summarizes Bonhoeffer 1·s. actions 
on behalf of the Church during the period prior to his assuming a pas-
torate in London: 
The National Socialists in the Church, the "German Christians" as they 
call themselves, had been trying to gain power since April. In June 
the General Superintendents in Prussia were removed and a State Com-
missioner (August Jager} was appointed, Hitler made Ludwig Miiller a 
chaplain to the forces, his confidential advisor on church matters, 
and the German Christians nominated him as their candidate for Reich 
Bishop. Bonhoeffer and his students duplicated resolutions, he spoke 
against Miiller at protest meetings and conferred with Gerhard Jacobi, 
minister at Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church, and Niemoller, who now 
moved into the centre of the opposition in Berlin. Bonhoeffer sug-
gested that the ministers should embark upon a strike of funeral ser-
vices, that is, revive the ancient measure of an interdict, for as 
long as the State Commissar was in control , • • . On 23rd July 1933 
the German Christians won the recently instituted church elections 
by a large majority, Because of disagreements about the conduct of 
the election, Bonhoeffer went, with Jacobi, to Gestapo Headquarters 
for the first time. He suggested to his fellow ministers, again with-
out awakening any response, that they should leave a church which was 
becoming heretical.143 
Due to his lack of success in this particular church struggle, 
"where the great decisions are to be made," Bonhoeffer took up his minis-
try in London. In a letter to Karl Barth, he betrays his personal reasons 
why this move had to be made, 
I have always wanted very much to become a pastor; I've already told 
you that a couple of times before. 
I was afraid I would go wrong out of obstinancy--and I saw no reason 
why I should see these things more correctly, better than so many 
able and good pastors, to whom I looked up.:..-and so I thought that it 
was probably time to go into the wilderness for a while and simply 
do pastoral work, with as little demands as possible, The danger 
of making a gesture at the present moment seemed to me greater than 
that of going off for some quietness. So I went off. 
143 Bethge, Costly Grace, p. 63. 
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Now I've been here· a week, have to preach every Sunday, and receive 
news .almost daily from Berlin about the state of affairs. That 
almost tears one apart inside. 
I still don't know bow long I shall be kept here, ~f I knew that 
I was really needed over there--it is so infinitely difficult to 
know what we should do, C."We know not what we should do, but 
• • . • 11144 
One other matter that Bonhoeffer took up in this letter was the 
Question of his involvement in the ecumenical movement. He reassured 
Barth that he would continue his involvement even while on the English 
side of the Channel. But he was very explicit that he could not repre-
sent the views of the German Christians; and this would lead him to 
strongly oppose the German Christians at Fano. 
144 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, pp. 230-2. 
CHAPTER V 
BONHOEFFER'S CHRISTOLOGICAL 
VIEW OF PACIFISM AT FANO 
Fiino was to be one last attempt on the part of Bonhoeffer to 
call the ecumenical movement into action. Bonhoeffer attempted to per-
suade the delegates to adopt a theological stance of Christian pacifism. 
He challenged the Conference to develop a theology which could effec-
tively teach Christian pacifism. In essence, it was the last attempt to 
use the power of the universal church and the peace commandment in an 
effort to prevent a war that appeared inevitable. 
In his interview with Dr. F, Burton Nelson, Lasserre discusses 
his view of what Bonhoeffer was about during the Fiino Conference. His 
evaluation of Bonhoeffer's pacifistic stance is based upon the time they 
were together at Union Theological Seminary and extends through the Feno 
Conference itself. He presents a very broad view of Bonhoeffer's progres-
sive development in pacifism during these very short years: 
I think it has been the moment, the time, he was strongest in his 
pacifism. But as I told you, this is my opinion. He has taken a 
strong.pacifist position at Fano, in the outlook of the situationist 
ethic. He had understood that Hitler would make war against Europe. 
His main objective was to prevent that war, And it is my opinion, 
he hoped at that time that if he could convert to pacifism enough 
theologians, priests, and pastors; and if the German churches would 
take a pacifist position asking for conscientious objection against 
not every war, but the next war. Against this concrete situation it 
could have been possible, he thought, to avoid catastrophe. That 
is why, I understand, how he has been so clear, so strong, as a 
pacifist in Fano; and why later on he came back to a less pacifist 
position because it was too late, it was lost. His plan, his dream, 
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had been destroyed and there was no new situation, situational 
ethic claim, to ask for a pacifist position.145 
Bethge notes that Bonhoeffer, 
As a German Lutheran Theologian • , , was, perhaps, rather too 
Christological for his western liberal audience, yet what he said 
approximated sufficiently to their own western views to recognize 
its essentially pacifist premises.146 
For the English reader the text of Bonhoeffer's sermon, composed in Eng-
lish, is included in No Rusty Swords. The Christological basis for this 
sermon is easily seen. Even for the Christian of today, the s.ermon 
remains a provocative statement for peace. For his text, Bonhoeffer had 
chosen Psalm 85:9. As Bethge notes: "It expresses in highly concen-
trated form the most unequivocal and empathetic of his statements on 
peace that we possess. 11147 For Bonhoeffer, peace is rooted in Christ 
and his commandment, and not upon the world's understanding of peace. 
The text of the sermon illustrates how Bonhoeffer confronted the 
members of the Conference with the Word of God. It was an attempt to 
make the participants think in terms of what they were to be really about 
at this conference. This sermon directly confronted the situation of life 
at that moment in history. Dr. Nelson's paper on Bonhoeffer 1 s participa-
tion at the Fano Conference provides one with an important insight into 
the importance of this event. He reports: 
145Nelson interview. 
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Bonhoeffer also wrote to Bishop Amundsen just two weeks before the 
conference in order to underscore the darkness of the hour in Ger-
many, "We ;must :make it clear--fearful as it is""' ... that the time is 
very near when we shall have to decide between National Socialism 
and Christianity. 11148 
With his usual brilliance, Bonhoeffer delivered his sermon making the 
choice frightfully clear to his audience. He also made the demands of 
the Gospel of Jesus Christ fearfully clear: 
Our task as theologians, accordingly, consists only in accepting 
this commandment as a binding one, not a question open to discussion. 
Peace on Earth is not a problem, but a commandment given at Christ's 
coming. There are two ways of reacting to this commandment from 
God: the unconditional blind obedience of action, or.the hypocriti-
cal question of the Serpent; "Yea, hath God said , • , . ? " This 
question is the mortal enemy of all real peace, "Hath God not said? 
Has God not understood human nature well enough to know that wars 
must occur in the world, like laws of nature? Must God not have 
said that we should work for peace, of course, but also make ready 
tanks and poison gas for security?" And then perhaps the most 
serious question: "Did God say you should not protect your own 
people? Did God say you should leave your own a prey to the enemy?" 
No, God did not say all that. What he has said is that there shall 
be peace ;:unong men--that we shall obey him without further question, 
that is what he means, He who questions the commandment of God be-
fore obeying has already denied him, 
There shall be peace because of the church of Christ, for the sake of 
which the world exists. And this· church of Christ lives at one and 
the same time in all peoples, yet beyond all boundaries, whether 
national, political, social, or racial. And the brothers who make up 
this church are bound together, through the commandment of the one 
Lord Christ, whose word they hear, more inseparably than men are 
bound by all the tieµ of common history, of blood, of class, and of 
language. All these ties, which are pa.rt of our world, are valid 
ties, not indifferent; but in the presence of Christ they are not 
ultimate bonds. For the members of the ecumenical church, in so far 
as they hold Christ, his word, his commandment of peace is more holy, 
more inviolable than the most revered words and works of the natural 
world, For they know that who so is not able to hate father and 
mother for his sake is not worthy of him, and lies if he calls him-
self a~er Christ's name, These brothers in Christ obey his word; 
they do not doubt nor question, but keep his commandment of peace. 
148N 1 . t . e son in erview. 
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They are not ashamed, in defiance of the world, even to speak of 
eternal peace. They cannot take up arms against Christ himself--
yet this is what they do if they take arms against one another! 
Even in anguish and distress of conscience there is for them no 
escape from the commandment of Christ that there shall b.e peace, 149 
Near the end of his sermon Bonhoeffer challenges the Conference 
to action, He dares them to speak and act as they have never done before--
in the name of Jesus Christ; to speak. now or the chance to do so will 
have been lost, 
Why do we fear the fury of the world powers? Why don't we take power 
from them and give it back to Christ? We can still do it today. The 
Ecumenical Council is in session1 it can send out to all believers 
this radical call in the West, Must we be put to shame by non-
Christian people in the East? Shall we ·desert the individuals who are 
risking their lives for this message? The hour is late, The world 
is choked with weapons, and dreadful is the distrust which looks out 
of all men's eyes. The trumpets of war may blow tomorrow. For what 
are we waiting? Do we want to become involved in this guilt as never 
before? 
What use to me are crown, land, folk and fame? 
They cannot cheer my breast, 
War's in the land, alas, and on my name 
I pray no guilt may rest (M. Claudius). 
We want to give the world a whole word, not a half word--a courageous 
word, a Christian word. We want to pray that this word may be given 
us today. Who knows if we shall see each other again another year?l50 
Bonhoeffer has never been so clear in his renunciation of all 
violence as he was in this sermon. Yet, Bethge contends that this sermon 
does not totally align Bonhoeffer with those who were supporters of a 
"fundamental and general pacifism," Even Lasserre notes that Bonhoeffer 
appeared to be using a situational ethic in his pacifism, It is clear, 
though, that Bonhoeffer maintains a Christocentric approach, a Christ who 
is present in Word and in Sacrament, and a concept of church that clearly 
149 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, pp. 284-5. 
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raises the Christian above any limits that would compromise the Christ 
command of peace. The language is clearly Christocentric and the reader 
can easily see that Bonhoeffer has, as Lasserre has suggested, progressed 
"the most" in his pacifism. Bethge also comments upon this in the larger 
biography: 
Yet Bonhoeffer's peace sermon does not place him unequivocally 
among the supporters of the fundamental and general pacifism. Never 
before, however, had he stated so distinctly that, for the disciple, 
the renunciation of force meantthe renunciation of defense. Chris-
tians "may not use weapons for they know that in doing so they are 
aiming those weapons at Christ himself." This was the strongest 
argument upon which his "Christian pacifism" was based.151 
Bonhoeffer's "Christian pacifism" is grounded in the Christologi-
cal structure of the Christ who is present in the Church as Word and 
Sacrament. How can a brother in the church be a person against whom I 
will take up arms for the purpose of killing? This is a question which 
plagues Bonhoeffer and has its origins from those days at Union Theologi-
cal Seminary with Jean Lasserre. The whole question of Lasserre's friend 
being incarcerated for refusing military service was fundamental to the 
issue of Christ and pacifism for Bonhoeffer. As we have noted throughout 
this .paper in numerous quotes, Bonhoeffer found it hard to reconcile the 
fact that a Christian could bear arms against his fellow Christians. For 
Christians, the Church·must transcend all nationalism. It is on this 
ground, and rooted within his Christocentric framework, that Bonhoeffer 
proposes this uncompromising appeal to the participants of the Feno Con-
ference. 
l5lBethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer~ p. 313. 
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Dr. Geoffrey Kelly, in his interview with Jean Lasserre, also 
asked him to reflect for a moment on Bonhoeffer's role at Fano, What 
are the memories? Kelly was interested in the impact of Bonhoeffer upon 
the participants. On this point, Jean Lasserre was very clear: 
Dietrich spoke with great authority and I remember that his inter-
vention caused a shock and had impressed many, especially the young 
people present. I agreed with him, but at that time he was already 
engaged in the struggle of resistance against Hitler while I hadn't 
reached that stage as yet. I still wasn't aware of the danger of 
Hitlerism. And then he saw much better than I what was demonical 
in Hitlerism. As for myself, I had at that time a reaction more 
of a French nationalist who was a bit frightened to see militarism 
awakened with such national pride among the Germans. I hadn't mas-
tered the problem theologically as he had at that moment. He com-
pletely surpassed me in this matter.152 
Bonhoeffer's brother-in-law, G, Leibholz, wrote a memoir for the 
beginning of The Cost of Discipleship which. gives particular notice to 
the role of Christ and pacifism in Bonhoeffer's life. This is a percep-
tion of one who was a member of the family in which a family member, in 
whom Dietrich had confided much, had had to emigrate because of his 
Jewish ancestry. Leibholz recalls a story of the Fiino Conference for us, 
one which confirms what Bethge has also said in the biography about this 
meeting: 
When war seemed inevitable, Bonhoeffer's friends abroad wanted him 
to leave Germany to save his life, for he was unalterably opposed 
to serving in the Army in an aggressive war. When asked by a Swede 
at the Ecumenical Conference at Fano, Denmark, in 1934, "What will 
you do when war comes?" He answered: "I shall pray to Christ to 
give me the power not to take up arms. 11153 
152Kelly, "Interview," p. 155. 
153Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship, p. 16. 
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Yet, as Lasserre recaJ.ls, the moment had passed. The use of "Christian 
pacifism" as a deterrent to war had passed. 
Once the moment had passed at Fano, Bonhoeffer would begin making 
probes into a new Christological understanding of how the disciple could 
be a man of action in the contemporary world. Pacifism, and its Christo-
logicaJ. basis, then must evolve into a new understanding, a new aware-
ness--one that remained authenticaJ.ly Christian and Christocentric. This 
understanding must also be one that would allow the disciple to act in 
the world and not to retreat from it. Bonhoeffer's failure at Ffulo caused 
him to make a new theological probe into his Christological understanding 
of peace and action. 
The words of a sermon delivered in 1932 would come back to haunt 
him after Fano. An innovative thought from the past would now begin to 
take form. 
Hitler came to power on 30 January 1933. What this event would 
demand of Bonhoeffer was clear to him by 1934 at the latest. In 
a sermon in 1932 he seemed to have a premonition: ''We should not be 
surprised if the time comes for our church too, when the blood of 
martyrs will be called for, But this blood, if we really have the 
courage and the faithfulness to shed it, will not be so innocent 
and shining as that of the first witnesses. On our blood would 
lie our guilt: the guilt of the useless servant, 11154 
At this point it is very profitable to bring Bethge and Lasserre 
into a dialogue with Leibholz. While Bonhoeffer had made great strides 
in his pacifism, he never really became a convinced pacifist, Could it 
have been that the failure at Fano required the development of a new 
understanding of what was demanded of the disciple by Christ? Could it 
have been that the man, who was a pacifist at heart , was torn by the 
154 Bethge, Costly Grace, p. 56. 
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taking action? Would this action really be an affirmation of life? 
Leibholz provides a very important insight on this point: 
This explains why Bonhoeffer did not take the pacifist line, 
although his aristocratic noblemindedness and charming gentleness 
made him, at the bottom of his heart, a pacifist, But to refrain 
from taking part in the attempt to overcome the National Socialist 
regime conflicted too deeply with his view that Christian principles 
must in some way be translated into human life and that it is in the 
sphere of the material~ in state and society, that responsible love 
has to be manifested,1)5 
Bonhoeffer has the seed of a new and important thought here, one 
that will find its harvest during the last period of his life, the concept 
of "guilty martyrdom, " The Fano Conference became the turning point along 
Bonhoeffer's way, The realization that a person who wishes to stand in 
Christ's place for others, as the incarnation of Christ "for others," 
present in the "here and now" of history 7 is evident. In the name of 
Christ, he would focus the bearing of arms against the incarnation of evil 
and eventually join the conspiracy to assassinate Hitler. Bonhoeffer 
stands as a martyr for those people with whom he identifies, He recog-
nizes Christ's presence in them; but as a Christian disciple he stands 
guilty before God and man. The same movement meant by him to affirm life 
for his Christian brothers and sisters as the people of God is als~ a 
movement that brings with it his condemnation, except for the mercy of 
God, Bonhoeffer chose the path of "guilty martyrdom." 
This is demonstrated by Lasserre's view of Bonhoeffer's movement 
from pacifism to active resistance. From a traditional understanding of 
l55Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (New York: Mac-
millan, 1977}, p. 31. 
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martyrdom, testified to by Lasserre, one must dialectically balance the 
radical demands of Christ in the present age . 
. if I had learned that Hitler had been assassinated, frankly 
I would have rejoiced--but apart from historical and ethical 
considerations. Personally I tend to believe that the end 
does not justify the means, that an assassination is always a crime 
and I tend to believe that the good cannot result from evil. This 
seems to be the fundamental truth of the Gospel. "You don't gather 
grapes from thorns," the Gospel says. If I had been asked to join 
that plot, that assassination, I think I would have refused. But 
to go on from there to blame. those who participated in the plot 
including my friend Dietrich insofar as he participated--besides, I 
think he participated only distantly--well, I don't think I have the 
right to reprove them. But I don't think one can say it was an act 
of obedience to the Gospel. I think there were certainly other means 
to solve the problem other than assassination and, besides, the heart-
breaking result of the assassination which_ failed was, if I've under-
stood the situation correctly, that six thousand German prisoners 
were hanged or killed in reprisals. It's a result which the organi-
zers of the plot couldn't have been proud of. It could be said that 
those who tried to assassinate Hitler were even a bit irresponsible. 
In any case, I would say that it came too late.156 
Lasserre responds definitively and strongly when Dr, Kelly counters 
with a question regarding the Christie basis for this act of resistance on 
the part of Bonhoeffer. In terms of pacifism there is no compromising of 
the GOspel cormnandment for Lasserre. The way of action in these terms is 
clearly radical non-violence. Bonhoeffer and Lasserre are operating from 
two different Christological points of view. Where Christ is standing 
"for me" and for you, where Christ is seen as being "present" in the 
brother, where His presence is seen in the Church both in Word and Sacra-
ment--there can be no question then that I must act on behalf of the 
brother, This step forward, the step of action on behalf of my brother, 
is the step taken by Bonhoeffer a~er Fano, It is Christologically based! 
Lasserre has a different Christological view and his words are sharp: 
l56Kelly, "An Interview," p. 154. 
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If I find in the gesture of a Christian a reflection, an echo, a 
consequence of the cross and resurrection, I say that this is an act 
of obedience; it's what I call the good, But, if on the other hand, 
this action contradicts the cross and resurrection, I would tend to 
say rather that it's not an act of obedience. Now for me assassina-
tion simply can't flow from the cross and resurrection. Jesus Christ 
has taught us an entirely different way of solving the problem. Where 
I disagree with Bonhoeffer is when he says that it was a Christian 
gesture. This wish to put a Christian tag on it disturbs me a bit. 
It's something like self-justification; like a desire to justify 
what can't be justified,157 
The argument must distinguish between the traditional understanding 
of martyrdom and an understanding of the new concept of "guilty martyrdom" 
into which Bonhoeffer moves. In the latter, Bonhoeffer is freed for 
action. Also, he is willing to accept the guilt of his actions before God 
and to hope in His mercy, always praying for the forgiveness of "costly 
grace." Larry Rasmussen provides a very interesting insight into this 
movement from pacifism to action: 
What has happened here? Bonhoeffer, the pacifist, after severe dis-
appointments with the Confessing Church's abbreviated efforts toward 
international peace, began, in the new setting, to perceive that a 
continued adherence to a thoroughgoing pacifism was a version of the 
ethics of private virtuousness, Le,, "setting his own personal 
innocence above his responsibility for men," He began to regard his 
pacifism as an illegitimate escape, however legitimately it may have 
expressed conformation to Christ before this. · A thoroughgoing paci-
fism would invariably have led to fewer contacts with, and less 
active support for, the very man who embodied the responsibility 
and acceptance of guilt which the form of Christ in the present 
extraordinary circumstances demanded. And because conscientious ob-
ject-ion was virtually synonymous with subversion and even punishable 
by death during the Third Reich, the consistent maintenance of his 
own pacifist stand would not only have endangered his own tasks but 
would also have brought state suspicion and Gestapo investigation 
upon his own family and his friends in the conspiracy. It would have 
been highly irresponsible at a time when they were working hard to 
stop Hitler's crimes. Pacifism, in this setting, would have been 
courageous witness, to be sure; but it would have been a private 
act of pietism. In Bonhoeffer's own understanding it would even 
157Ib. d 1 • ' p. 154, 
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have been selfish, however understandable, because it would not 
have been above all for others. 
Bonhoeffer has again viewed the change christologically, If Jesus 
did not seek first of all to be good or to preserve his innocence, 
if he instead refused to shun the fellowship of guilt and took upon 
himself the guilt of others, if he stood in solidarity with those 
enmeshed in escapable responsibilities that could not but incur 
guilt in an evil order--if he, true man, did this, then responsible 
men should do the same,158 
It is important to reiterate that Fane was the high point of 
Bonhoeffer's pacifistic thinking, but that Fane also caused a change to 
occ.1u in his thinking. The moment where pacifism could have prevented 
the coming disaster had passed, A great area of thought would arise and 
Bonhoeffer would not have to discern the Christocentric implications of 
involvement in a conspiracy that freely and willingly accepted guilt--both 
politically and spiritually. It was a guilt accepted on behalf of men. 
Bonhoeffer's movement toward active involvement still required time for 
both intellectual and spiritual maturation. Even though the seminal 
thought of guilty martyrdom is present, Bonhoeffer has not yet aligned 
himself with this thought; it has not had the opportunity to mature in 
the light of the historical situation of the "here and now," 
Present here are the complexity of the time and the plurality of 
thought and diversity of feeling running its course in Bonhoeffer's con-
sciousness. There is no question that Bonhoeffer was one who saw a 
multitude of possibilities: he had chosen the most Christian and the most 
realistic one for the moment. 
1581arry L. Rasmussen, Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Reality and Resis-
tance (New York: Abingdon Press, 1972}, pp. 62-3. 
CHAPTER VI 
BROTHER BONHOEFFER INTRODUCES A 
NEW STYLE OF SEMINARY TRAINING 
After Fane, Bonhoeffer returned to London. Things were now 
beginning to happen quickly, and London became that quiet place to gain 
a perspective on what he was going to do. The sureness that he was 
right would take root. 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer's actions these months were without doubt 
centered on the Church and the ecumenical movement, Nonetheless 
the dividing wall between this and the political dimension of the 
time had become very thin, There was no censorship on the letters 
that Bonhoeffer, while in London, sent to Erwin S~tz in Switzerland. 
He wrote to him in 1934: ", , , although I work in the Church op-
position with all my energies, it is quite clear to me that such 
opposition is only n interim transitional stage to a quite dif-
ferent opposition, and that the men of this first preliminary 
skirmish are in a small way the men of that second struggle. And 
I believe that all Christendom must pray with us that 'resistance 
unto death' will come and that men will be found who will suffer 
it" (date: 28 April, 1934) .159 • 
His pastorate, the church struggle, the ecumenical movement and 
his Indian scheme accounted for all of Bonhoeffer's time and energy. 
Yet he remained constantly aware that since his unversity days, he 
had felt to be, not only his greatest pleasure, but also his voca-
t.i on--the teaching of theology .160 
This was to become a reality when the Confessing Church opened 
its underground seminaries, despite opposition to the Aryan Clause, 
whi.ch did not permit non-Aryans to enter the ministry, This was to be-
come "another wey-" for Bonhoeffer to fulfill his vocation, As well as 
159Bethge, Costly Grace, pp. 74-5. 
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another way for non-Aryans to become ministers, 
Those "other ways" were to lead to an independent theological chair 
in the Confessing Church-. This was due initially to the shutting 
down of the Old Prussian preachers' seminaries in March of 1934, by 
order of the National Bishop. 
Bonhoeffer was first approached on 4th June to possible participation 
in this new type of work, but as yet nothing definite was settled. A 
fortnight later while he was in Berlin to discuss the Fano invitation 
with Koch and Niemoller, he raised the project in talks with friends, 
asking them to let it be known at the next meeting of 6the Council 
of Brethren that he would willingly accept the post. 1 1 
The approaching task acted as a catalyst for everything that had 
been preoccupying Bonhoeffer during the past few years: a theology 
of the Sermon on the Mount, a comm.unity in service and spiritual 
exerci9e, a witness to passive resistance and ectllll.enical open-
ness ,102 
The preacher's seminary was to be Bonhoeffer's last path during 
this second part of his life. It was to become a time of thoughtful nd 
spiritual preparation. In the seminary, Bonhoeffer treats the Sermon on 
the Mount with unparalleled tropological precision in his lectures on 
discipleship. For it was here that pastors were to be trained to stand 
in witness against the guilt of the Third Reich. 
The compact, closed circle of students enabled him to devote all his 
energies to his new theological theme, discipleship. And the work 
·could be carried out under the auspices of the Church. The living 
community, about which Bonhoeffer had thought so much during the 
past four years, was now to be realized through pr·axis pietatis, 
that provided an ambience favourable to the development of his 
theological ardour.163 
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Bethge notes that the seminary provided Bonhoeffer with the opportunity 
of realizing his Christology within the community life, ''Here we may see, 
by interpreting belief in Christ as discipleship, he succeeds in putting 
new life into the sawdust puppet of academic Christology, •i164 For Bon-
hoeffer recognized that it was only in the living community that these 
pastors could be effectively prepared. 
This is substantiated by the written proposal submitted by Bon-
hoe ff er, about "The Establishment of a. Community of Brethren at the 
Finkenwalde Seminary," to the Council of Brethren. This proposal would 
take the seminary beyond the traditional Lutheran approach towards the 
seminary curriculum. It calls for the establishment of a living commu-
nity being of service to the Church. As Bonhoeffer notes, " • I have 
formed the plan, of setting up a Protestant community in which we shall 
attempt to lead a common Christian life as pastors, for the space of a 
few years. 1116 5 He clarifies his reason for such a community when he 
states, "That the aim is not the seclusion of a monastery, but a place 
of the deepest inward concentration for service outside, 11166 The com-
munity, in Christ was to become the basis of and a support group for 
the pastor in service. 
As a result of what has been said, the following plan and pattern 
has suggested itself to us: 
The brethren of the community live together with a strict liturgi-
cal ordering of their day. They are guided through the day not by 
164Ib·d 378 . 1 . ' p. . 
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cultic forms, but by the word of the Bible and by prayer. They 
are bound together by brotherly ad.monition and discipline and by 
open confession. A common theological and ecclesiastical considera-
tion of preaching. and the word of God in the Bible will keep them 
down-to-earth and practical, Renouncing everything except the simple 
necessities, they take upon themselves to lead a common life. The 
director of the community will assign to each brother his particular 
work. Here the position is envisioned as being like the house of 
deaconess. The brethren, living in this ordered community and being 
supported by it, put themselves at the service of the church, to 
follow any call that may come to them. · The brethren agree to work 
for a lengthy period of time in the community, but are free to 
depart at any time. The comm.unit~ decides itself upon ad.mission. 
Its size is not to be too large,167 
The "House of Brethren" and the Finkenwalde Seminary further 
removed Bonhoeffer from the disintegrating opposition of the Church. The 
"House of Brethren" was to provide a support community with its founda-
tions firmly rooted in the practice of the "arcane discipline," Pastor 
Otto Dudzus, one of Bonhoeffer's seminarians, explains the meaning of 
"arcane discipline" as it was lived at Finkenwalde, 
In this context Bonhoeffer often uses the early church term "Arcane-
discipline" (arcanum, hidden, secret), which he had always loved. 
It refers to that innermost private sphere of life which is lived 
in the presence of the Lord and his Word, in confession and adora-
tion. It is probably this uninterrupted secret relatedness to his 
Lord on which his readiness for others, his brotherly sharing in 
the guilt and fate of the world, is ultimately based, Perhaps it 
is this very life ig the arcanum which is the secret of his long-
1asting influence.l 8 
As one shall see, the importance of this "arcane discipline" cannot be 
understated. 
It is the thesis of this paper, as well as that of Dr. R. Lovin, 
that Finkenwalde and the "House of Brethren" was a necessary step in the 
167 Ibid. , pp, 31-2. 
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development of Bonhoeffer' s life and thought, Bonhoeffer the "Con-
temporary," the conspirator, is possible only because of the "arcane 
discipline" developed within the piety of the Finkenwalde community, 
As Dr. Robin Lovin stated in his paper delivered to the Third Inter-
national Conference of the International Bonhoeffer Society: 
It is hardly surprising, therefore, that both Bonhoeffer's asso-
ciates at that time and his later interpreters treat these years 
from the consolidation of Hitler's power to the outbreak of the 
War as an interlude of pietism, The tone of Bonhoeffer's writings 
and his preoccupation with the details of community life belong to 
a tradition of inwardness quite at odds with the engagement with the 
world suggested in his earlier life, 
However, close examination of the work suggests a different inter-
pretation. The form of pietism is there--the discipline of medita-
tion, prayer and confession, and the demanding of the Sermon on the 
Mount--but this tradition has been put in the service of the poli-
tical theology formulated in response to the rise of Hitler's power. 
In Finkenwalde, Bonhoeffer sought the concrete form of a·church 
that could live out the, separation of the orders, without falling 
into confusion or retreating in the face of opposition. Such a 
church would require internal resources that only the pietist tra-
dition was likely to provide, but its mission would be to live in 
the world as a witness of the boundaries and limits in human life, 
not to create a haven for the faithful apart from the world. 169 
Bethge notes that Dietrich knew quite a bit about Rome in terms of his-
torical knowledge. Bethge records Bonhoeffer's reflections of the Roman 
Catholic practice of confession. 
• , • all of the confessionals occupied with the worshippers 
crowding round them (he noted in his diary), It is gratifying here 
to see so many serious faces, to which all the things that are said 
against Catholocism do not apply, Children as well as adults con-
fess with a real ardour that it is very moving to see, To many of 
these people real confession is not an externally imposed "must," 
but has become an inner need, Confession does not necessarily lead 
16%obin W. Lovin, "The Christian and the Authority of the State: 
Bonhoeffer's Reluctant Revisions." A paper presented to the Third Inter-
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to scrupulous living: o~en, however, that may occur and always 
will with the most serious people, Also it is not merely a peda-
gogy, but to primitive people it is the only way of talking to God, 
while to the religiously more far-seeing it is the realization of 
the idea of the Church fulfilling itself in confession and absolu-
tion,170 
Once again, before the opening of the preachers' seminary and 
prior to returning home from England, Bonhoeffer would research the 
training of candidates for ministry in other denominations, Bonhoeffer 
would bring the richness of his personal experience to bear on the peda-
gogical formation of the seminary and community life at Finkenwalde, 
Again in his biography, Bethge provides us with the most complete and 
concise summary of Bonhoeffer's work at this time: 
When he asked Bell for an introduction to Gandhi, he had also re-
quested recommendations to Anglican seminaries and communities, 
He desired to gain an impression of other traditions before he him-
self attempted a vita communis. Hence, in October, the bishop wrote 
on his behalf to Father Talbot of the Community of the Resurrection 
at Mirfield_, to Father Tribe of the Society of the sacred mission 
at Kelham, to Father O'Brien of the Society of St, John the Evangel-
ist at Cowley, to Canon Tomlin of St, Augustine's College, Canter-
bury, and to the Reverend J,R.S, Taylor of Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, 
the latter being a low church center, while the others were high 
church establishments. 
The "end of December" was in fact the time he hoped to leave for 
India. Bonhoeffer was eventually to visit nearly all of the places 
na.med above, though not until March 1935, and then more cursorily 
than he would have wished, For this, church politics were to blame. 
He went to Mirfield, where he joined in the horary prayers during 
which Psalm 119 was recited on every day of the week; this was sub-
sequently to be the Bible passage most frequently quoted by Bon-
hoeffer. Together with Reiger he went tp Kelham, but he also visited 
seminaries belonging to other denominations. He took note of the way 
in which, for example, among Presbyterians, Congregationalists or 
Baptists, both the church in general and his own parish in particular 
influenced the ·personal life of the candidate during his time of 
study. He o~en spoke of the impression le~ on him by a visit to 
the Methodist college in Richmond where he had been introduced by 
l70Bethge, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, p. 39. 
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a German exchange student, Rudolf Weckerling. In the entrance hall 
there were boards· with long lists of names, each followed by the date 
of ordination and.the date of death, o~en both in the same year, 
indicating that for many decades men from the college had been 
rapidly sacrificed one a~er the other in the fatal climate of the 
mission stations. Bonhoeffer also visited the Quakers at their cen-
ter in Selly Oak near Birmingham. "I liked it very much there. 11171 
Bonhoeffer had attempted to expose himself to a variety of tra-
ditions, their seminary formation programs, and their piety as it was 
developed within their formation. It was to be an enriching experience 
that provided Dietrich Bonhoeffer with a 3tructure of liturgy that per-
mitted the individual the opportunity of assimilating the "arcane dis-
cipline." He did not copy any one particular pietistic approach. That 
would not be like Bonhoeffer. Rather he looked back upon his past ex-
periences and supplemented those with a wealth of different other tra-
ditions. 
It was to be the lecturef:i on "discipleship" that were destined to 
become Finkenwalde's own unique "badge of distinction." The life style, 
the "arcane discipline," practiced by Bonhoeffer and his students was to 
be something which brought Christ and "costly grace" into the community 
life. 
The years at Finkenwalde were to become a time for clarifying the 
role of Christ in the life of the disciple--the disciple who has properly 
understood how to ask the question of "who are you?". The student, 
has also comprehended what it means to be challenged by Christ, asking 
the counter-question, "who do you say that I am?" Bonhoeffer's Christo-
centric approach is taking concrete form in the application of the 
171Ibid.' p. 335. 
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"arcane-discipline." The Christological lectures were vital for Bon-
hoeffer's self-clarification of "who" Christ was in his life. The care-
ful practice of the "areane discipline" in the community life of dis-
cipleship would serve as a unifying link in his movement from a Chris-
tian-Theologian to being a contemporary of his time, 
Bethge has reflected upon this in an interview with Mel White. 
Mel White was attempting to gain an insight into the life at Finkenwalde 
for an upcoming movie about the life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. The question 
of the "arcane discipline" was raised during the course of the interview: 
But I think I could show first of all the strength of that inner dis-
cipline and that kind of relatedness to the figure of Christ, and 
that was not just an individualistic game or secluded training, but 
that was really the counterpart out of which one could meet the de-
humanization of Nazism. By that discipline of meditation practice, 
you became now in a good sense yourself, and had the capability to 
counter and contradict, and not to give in to that kind of dehumani-
zation which came from Nazism, even in the church. 
I would say there is a need for that (today), very much so. When 
you understand the whole thing as making you dependent, you have not 
understood the real thing. If you think it is something which is 
closing you away from the world, then you have not understood what it 
is. In ... that discipline, the presence of Christ makes you more 
open to the world and its affairs.172 
Albrecht Schonherr, another Finkenwalde seminarian, recalls the 
training of those days in words very similar to Bethge's: 
From all this we learned that the asceticism of the daily morning 
and evening devotions (each lasting about forty-five minutes and 
consisting, apart from one free prayer, of readings of texts and 
singing of hymns), the half-hour of meditation, the time of silence 
after getting up and going to bed--that all this was not due to a 
172Mel White and Eberhard Bethge taped interview, 1980. Trans. 
unknown. Transcript lent to Michael Morison for reasearch purposes 
through the courtesy of Dr. F. Burton Nelson, North Park Theological Semi-
nary, Chicago, chairman of the Oral History Committee of the International 
Bonhoeffer Society. 
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toying with monkish habits, or to an aestheticiiing liturgism, or 
the desire to apply psychological leading strings; ·but to the inner-
most concentration on the service for which he prepared us, and for 
which he lived, A unifying arch swung from music and play to quie-
tude and prayer, from ihe exciting sobriety of his lecture on "Dis-
cipleship" to the Finkenwalde rule; Never speak about a brother who 
is absent.173 
The application of the "arcane discipline" into the life of dis-
cipleship gives form to the Christ present "here and now," Its impact 
cannot be underestimated in the common life of the Finkenwalde brethren. 
Yet another dimension of Dietrich Bonhoeffer is presented by another 
former seminarian, Wilhelm Rott. He recalls for us a Bonhoeffer who is 
present to the community both as pastor and as brother, a man who was 
very much in touch with the events occurring in the Church and within the 
State. He presents a portrait of a Bonhoeffer who is. a brother.in Christ 
and in community. 
Bonhoeffer by nature was reserved, I was astounded when he told me 
that beside his relatives he only called one person "du." In the 
seminary he was addressed as "Herr Pastor," and soon as "Brother 
Bonhoeffer"; indeed, the number of people he called "du" soon in-
creased there. 
Thus for two years, mostly a:f'ter lunch and before making the rounds 
through the "halls" of the seminary, "Brother Dietrich," who always 
had time for his brethren, sat on the steps on the small stairway 
which led to the inspector's room. The picture is unforgettable: 
the small wooden staircase, the man sitting on it with crossed legs, 
reaching now and then for a cigarette, or accepting a cup of coffee 
out of the only coffee machine of the house. He had been in Berlin 
yesterday: he told us of it,174 
173Albrecht Schonherr, "The Single-heartedness of the Provoked," 
in I Knew Dietrich Bonhoeffer, ed. Zimmermann and Smith (New Xork: Harper 
& Row, 1966), p. 127. 
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From the "staircase talks." I want to quote two points, We were 
speaking about the uproar caused by his bold assertion; "He who 
deliberately separates himself from the Confessing Church, separates 
himself from salvation," It did not seem to affect him; He remarked: 
"Once the gunpowder smoke has dissolved, everybody who thinks objec-
tively and dispassionately must agree with me," But he was glad 
when he heard that Peter Brunner, after a protest from the Reformed 
Rhenish general~superintendent, had on the basis of the Lutheran Con-
fession defended and affirmed his provocative thesis in a declaration 
for the Council of the Rhineland, Another lasting impression made 
upon me was Bonhoeffer's complaint how much we lacked the "love of 
Jesus." He sought the figure of the humiliated one, of the earthly 
Jesus, in the Christ of faith, "with all his heart,'' Real faith and 
love were identical for him. Here was the very heart and core of 
the existence of this highly intellectual Christian; we felt it in 
the improvised prayers of the morning and evening devotions; they 
sprang from the love of the Lord and of his brethren,175 
The remarks of these former students have demonstrated the concrete 
form that his discipleship took based upon his Christological understanding 
of reality. All this was the result of the "arcane discipline" which gave 
an existential form to a previously adhered-to idea. Their testimony is 
a witness to the radic·al difference of their training from tha,t of any 
, otJier seminary in the Confessing Church. Bonhoeffer's piety, as they have 
noted, is based upon his Christocentric notion of life--that Christ is the 
Center. A life, even as it was lived in the seminary, that dared to 
remain in touch with the world through the use of the "arcane discipline," 
that was Christocentric, It proved to be the place where Bonhoeffer, 
even though he was the director of the seminary, also prepared himself for 
a greater service to the Church and to the world. What was done here was 
done in the name of the Christ who stands "for me." These ordinands would 
stand in Christ's place "as the man for others." The nature and the int en-
sity of this experience is captured by the motto of the seminary itself--
175Ibid., p. 134. 
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HAPAX--"once and for all," This is clearly stated in the opening para-
graph of The Cost of Discipleship where Bonhoeffer immediately reveals 
the need for one to discover Christ: 
Revival of church life always bring in its train a richer under-
standing of.Scriptures, Behind all the slogans and catchwords of 
ecclesiastical controversy, necessary though they are, there arises 
a more determined quest for Him who is the whole object of it all, 
for Jesus Christ himself. What did Jesus mean to say to us? What 
is his will for us today'? How can he help us to be good Christians 
in the modern world? In the last resort, what we want to know is 
not, what this or that man, or this or that Churgh, would have of 
us, but what Jesus Christ himself wants of us,17 
Bonhoeffer is clearly establishing a Christocentric basis for his 
approach to the life of discipleship lived within the community life of 
the seminary. The Christocentricity will apply as much to the life of 
ministry lived in service to the community of this world. He removes the 
call of Christ from allegiance to a particular church or state, This is 
a statement coming from a time when the Church was no longer resisting 
Hitler with the vigor she once did, The Church was succumbing to a Nazi 
effort to end the church struggle existing between the German Christians 
and the Confessing Church, It is difficult to say whether this state-
ment comes out of the first course at Finkenwalde or later during the 
manuscript's preparation for publication. One thing remains clear, Bon-
hoeffer is establishing a concept of discipleship that is Christocentric. 
It means adherence to the person of Jesus Christ. This is itself a carry-
over from the Christological lectures. Lovin provides a crucial insight 
into the thought of Bonhoeffer, linking 1932 with Finkenwalde, when he 
states: 
176 Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship, p. 37. 
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The spiritually and the practices of The Cost of Discipleship and 
Life Together may be pietistic, but the theology which undergirds 
them is decisively that of orders of preservation. The visible 
church "takes up space'' in the world and refuses to be forced out 
of it. In doing so, the church reveals the true structure of the 
human world and contradicts any center of value and power that would 
try to claim the whole world for itself. The church of the Cost of 
Discipleship is political, precisely as was the church of "What is 
the Church?" in 1932, It witnesses by drawing boundaries in a world 
where loyalties increasingly demand allegiance without limit.177 
Bonhoeffer sought to make this unutterably clear for his students 
by providing an opportunity, a situation, where an encounter with Christ was 
possible. He attempted to remove faith from the restricting boundaries 
of pietism and academic nomenclature to a place where the seminarian could 
encounter the loving Christ, standing for him, in the "here and now" of 
his life. From his own personal experience, Bonhoeffer realized that the 
strong personal spiritual life was the only way that one could withstand 
the subversive and dehumanizing effect of Nazism. As Kelly notes, "It 
would have been expected, therefore, that in Finkenwalde, Bonhoeffer intro-
duced his seminarians to the structured life of prayer together which was 
to become the heart of the Christian community. 11178 Bethge further un-
ravels this train of thought when he discusses Christ, prayer, and the 
commuhity at Finkenwalde: 
After two or three weeks we had started with it [meditation], he 
was called away because he was an ecumenical figure for the church 
government and was sent to England for a week to deal with the 
Episcopal churches, or something like that. So only his assistant 
was with us. And the whole system of meditation for a half-hour 
broke down. He crune back, and he was sorry about it, He was so 
1 77 Lovin, "The Christian and the Authority of the State," p. 5-. 
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sorry that we had so soon destroyed the whole practice already, 
that we felt a bit ashamed, I mean he didn't , •. but he felt 
how this experiment had broken down. Now we tried again, And a~er 
a while then we said, we must come.together and talk about it be-
cause he had given us in the beginning not much introduction, what 
to do, how to do this half-hour. And so we thought we must talk 
about this. And then it came out, the one confessed. Yes, this 
happened, I took the Greek dictionary and looked all the words up, 
then I took up the commentary from Bultmann or from Karl Barth or 
whom else, and found out what the writer of the letter to the Romans 
had meant to say, And that of course was all wrong, That was not 
the purpose of that half-hour. Then it ca.me.out. You are asking 
the people in the congregation to listen to your sermon, to listen 
to what the Scriptures say through that sermon, but when do you 
listen to yourself, that it is saying something to you? This half-
hour is not just for preparing the sermon. It is to discover what 
the words of God through scripture say to you in your situation 
now. This is necessary for silence to listen to what this word may 
say to you personally, 179 
The remnants of Bonhoeffer's Christological lectures are readily 
seen. The proposition from the lectures that one may only speak of Christ 
from a "proper silence," is discovered through its practical application. 
In the practice of meditation, Bonhoeffer returns to an ancient spiritual 
discipline of the Church. It is Bonhoeffer's attempt to apply one of his 
Christological insights to the situation of life at the seminary. "To 
speak of Christ means to keep silent; to be silent about Christ means to 
speak. The proclamation of Christ is the Church speaking from a proper 
silence. 11180 They discovered that the Word of Scripture was also addres-
sed to them. To hear the Word they had to learn to listen. 
Meditation was an attempt to actualize this concept in their life 
of discipleship. These men prepared for a ministry which would confront 
179Mel White interview with Eberhard Bethge, 1980, unpublished. 
180Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center, p. 27. 
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the evil existing in the Church, as well as in the state. Christ, 
the Center, is ever present for the ordinands in the academic, ecclesias-
tical, political, and spiritual life of Finkenwalde. This lesson was 
too important and vital to allow it to pass by. The strength of their 
individual and community pietism was based upon their oneness with Christ. 
Bonhoeffer brought about the realization that they must stand in Christ's 
place as the "man for others." Their strength was grounded in their 
personal and communal prayer life. 
The importance of the meditation as a part of the "arcane dis-
cipline" has been established, and Bonhoeffer guides Bethge in the writing 
of an introduction for meditation. This particular work was to be an 
introduction and rationale for the discipline of meditation. The under-
lying reason for this work is the recognition of the minister's important 
role in the Church struggle. Bonhoeffer recognizes where the minister 
must place his trust, find his strength and gain his courage. "The 
church struggle has been carried on by pastors and parishes, not the 
faculties, who have realized the question of the place of the church.11181 
Therefore, it is imperative for the pastor to be properly prepared with 
a spirituality that can meet the demands of these trying times. Such 
spirituality had to be Christ-centered: 
What do I expect from meditation? 
In any case, we want to rise from meditation different from what we 
were when we sat down to it. We want to meet Christ in his Word. We 
go to the text curious to hear what he wants to let us know and to 
give us through his Word. Meet him first thing in the day, before you 
meet other people. Every morning lay upon him everything that occu-
pies you, what concerns you and troubles you, before fresh burdens 
181 Bonhoeffer, The Way to Freedom, p. 43. 
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are laid on you. Ask yourself what is still preventing you from 
following him completely, and let him be Lord over it before new 
hinderances come your way. 
His fellowship, His help and His direction for the day through His 
Word, that is t~e aim, In this way you will begin the day strength-
ened in faith. 1 2 
It is the person of the God-man, Jesus Christ, present in the 
Word who is encotintered in meditation. In meditation, we allow that Word 
to address us as individuals. It is a Word that enquires of me, one that 
seeks to form me. It is a word which frees me for selfless service to the 
brethren. For the demand of Jesus in Bonhoeffer's discipleship is clear, 
"When Christ calls a man, he bids him come and die. 11183 It is only the 
man who has died, in his own will,_who can overcome the egocentricity in 
his life. The path o~ discipleship is different for each individual. 
There exists no programs or patterns that one can choose. Bonhoeffer 
recognized this. Piety, understood as a personal discipline, is the key. 
Discipline must be practiced each day in order to withstand temptations 
and complacency. For Dietrich, "Here is the sum of the commandments--to 
live, in fellowship with Christ. 11184 This places many rigorous demands 
upon _a person's discipleship because of the unknown path that must be 
walked. Yet, there is a reassurance that comes with it all: 
And if we answer the call to discipleship, where will it lead us? 
What decisions and partings will it demand? To answer this question 
we shall have to go to Him, for only He knows the answer. Only Jesus 
Christ, who bids us follow him, knows the journey's end. But we do 
know that it will be a road of boundless mercy. Discipleship means 
joy.185 
182Ib.d 
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Bonhoeffer realizes that each man must find the place where 
Christ can encounter him, a place where faith is possible, Bonhoeffer's 
demand for piety and the insistance upon the "arcane discipline" is an 
attempt to provide the conditions whereby Christ could encounter the 
whole person, a place where Faith was possible because there was no re-. 
treat, He recognized that: 
It would be just as wrong if the young man were to regard disciple-
ship as the logical conclusion of his search for truth in which he 
had hitherto been engaged, as an addition, a clarification or a com-
pletion of his old life, And so to avoid all misunderstandings, 
Jesus has to create a situa~ion in which there can be no retreat, 
an irrevocable situation.18 
Finkenwalde was a place where this was to become possible. Bon-
hoeffer recognized that "Seminarians before their ordination receive the 
gift of common life with their orethren for a definite period. 11187 It· 
was his intention to make the best use of this "gift" for their personal 
development within the context of the community life, 
The spirit which the moment created must have been an exceptionally 
fertile one. These young men all knew what it was to suffer--frus-
tration, repression, enmity, even personal danger, Four had been 
turned out of a theological college in Wittenberg because of their 
refusal to compromise with an official line, All were ready to 
sacrifice themselves in order to guard the purity of their faith; 
at the same time they were young, healthy and boisterous, So that 
these first weeks at Finkenwalde must have uniquely combined the 
atmosphere of a deeply serious enterprise with that of a glorious 
lark.188 
p. 21. 
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This balance could not calm the seriousness of the times and the 
basic issues confronting these young men during their preparation for the 
ministry. Bethge characterizes the situation in the following manner: 
Of course in those days there was a certain preparedness with stu-
dents of the Confessing Church to acknowledge the Scripture as the 
authority for their decisions in church and in their meetings, but 
of course it had always been a.n object of study during their univer-
sity time. And now meeting Bonhoeffer and how he presented Scripture 
to the candidates, some of them for the first time really encountered 
an attitude to the Scriptures that it was a word not to be preached, 
not to be studied, but a word for yourself, 
But the decision to make the Scripture the one authority for your 
life was of course a dangerous thing--it was not just a hobby. I 
read Dickens or I read Goethe, and you read the Bible. No, in those 
days it was a decision of life and a dangerous thing, because there 
was the authority of Mein Kampf from Adolf Hitler and there was the 
Scriptures with a quite different God, the God of the Jews and that 
was a decision of life. So to decide to live with one authority, 
Scripture, the Bible, was a dangerous thing, not like today.189 
From this statement an interesting parallel can be drawn from a 
statement in the Christological lectures where Bonhoeffer will make the 
following comment: 
The cause of the encounter with Jesus is not the same as the 
encounter with Socrates and Goethe, It is impossible to avoid the 
person of Jesus because he is alive, If need be, Goethe can be 
avoided because he is dead,190 
Yet, the call to follow Jesus is the gentle bidding of Christ asking a 
man to "come and die." In these days, to accept the call to discipleship 
was not simply a call to die and rise in Baptism with Christ, Rather, it 
was the call to accept the encounter with the living Clirist, a call that 
could literally cost a man his life, during the days of the Third Reich. 
189Wh't 
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Suffering was to become something very familiar for these students 
during the next few years of their lives. As Bonhoeffer noted in his 
lectures on discipleship, suffering was something that would pass only 
by the drinking of the cup, For "It was not suffering per se but suf-
fering-and-rejection, and not rejection for any cause or conviction of 
our own, but rejection for the sake of Christ. 11191 Lovin clarifies the 
paradox of suffering and the anguish of leaving all for the sake of 
Christ. 
Bonhoeffer, his colleagues, and his students were learning almost 
daily what suffering this call imposes. The world, particularly the 
world of the totalitarian state, does not take lightly this aliena-
tion of allegiance, and yet the church of Luther could not offer 
itself as a monastic refuge. The believer remains suspended between 
two centers of authority: the world which will not have him except 
on its own terms, and the church which has no use for him if he 
flees the world .. This paradox of discipleship is understandable, 
however, only if the authorities that order fallen human life are 
indeed multiple, only if we can give ourselves completely neither to 
the state, nor to the church--nor for tpat matter to marriage, to 
the family, or to work.192 
Since the Christological lectures, Bonhoeffer has attempted to 
establish a Christocentrically based life of discipleship; allegiance to 
Christ alone who is the mediator of all reality. Christ the center is the 
one to whom I must give myself, my life. II Christ is the mediator as 
the one who is there pro ~· ,,l93 Bonhoeffer spins this thought out in 
more detail in The Cost of Discipleship where he will make a more compre-
hensive statement on the role of Christ as mediator, 
l2lBonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleshi£, p, 98, 
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We must face up to the truth that the call of Christ does set up 
a barrier between man and his natural life. But this barrier is 
no surly contempt for life, legalistic piety, it is the life which 
is life indeed, the gospel., the person of Jesus Christ, By virtue 
of his incarnation he has come between man and his natural life. 
There can be no turning back, for Christ bars the way. By calling 
us he has cut us off from all immediacy with the things of this 
world, He wants to be the center, through him alone all things 
shall come to pass, He stands between us and God, and tor that 
very reason he stands between us and all.other men and things. He 
is the mediator, not only between God and man, but between man and 
man, between man and reality. Since the whole world was created 
through him and unto him (John l, 3; I Cor 8. 8; Heb 1. 2} , he is the 
sole Mediator in the world, Since his coming man has no immediate 
relationship of his own any more to anythingA neither to God nor to 
the world; Christ wants to be the Mediator.1~4 
Between father and son, husband and wife, the individual and the 
nation, stands Christ the Mediator, whether they are able to recog-
nize him or not. We cannot establish direct contact outside our-
selves except through him, through his word, and through our following 
of him. To think otherwise is to deceive ourselves. 
Wherever a group, be it large or small, prevents us from standing 
alone before Christ, wherever such a group raises aclaimof immediacy 
it must be hated for the sake of Christ. For every immediacy, whether 
we realize it or not, means hatred of Christ, and this is especially 
true where such relationships claim the sanction of Christian prin-
ciples, 195 
Even though Christ calls a man alone and isolates him in a place 
where faith is possible, Bonhoeffer also recognizes that the disciple is 
given something that is a pure gif't in return, "But since he is the 
Christ, he must make it clear from the start that his word is not an 
196 
abstract doctrine,.but the re-creation of the whole life of man, 
"Though we all have to enter upon discipleship alone, we do not remain 
alone."197 "But the Mediator who makes us individuals is also the founder 
194 Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship, pp. 106-7. 
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of a new Fellowship. 11198 
When he joins the Church the Christian steps out of the world; his 
work and family, taking his stand visibly in the fellowship of Jesus 
Christ. He takes this step alone. But he recovers what he has sur-
rendered--brothers, sisters, houses, and fields. Those who have been 
baptized live in the visible community of Christ.199 
For those who had matriculated from the Seminary, it meant having 
a place to keep fellowship with--to maintain contact through letters and 
reunions. The life of Christian community, while given for a "brief" 
period of time, was a genuine preparation for these ordinands to perfect 
their discipleship for a ministry of service, It was a period of prepara-
tion for the day when the disciple-minister would have to confront the 
perversion of the Gospel in the world of Nazi Germany. Bonhoeffer appre-
ciated the subtle form of love that the monastery has for the world. But . 
he would not permit his students to escape into the seclusion of the 
monastery. The disciple was to be in the world, and the Seminary was to 
be a source of strength. The Seminary was not to be an escape from the 
world and its problems. Bonhoeffer himself left the Seminary to go to 
Berlin and to attend conferences outside of Germany. Upon his return, 
he would share the news with his students in the famous "stairway talks." 
Here at Finkenwalde were students who knew what was happening in the 
Church and in the world. As a result, this time in the seminary was not 
one of protection of the seminarian from the world; rather, it was to be 
a time of quiet preparation, both within and outside of the seminary walls, 
for their inevitable confrontation with National Socialism. 
198Ib'd 
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Bonhoeffer clearly states that the seminary was not a time of 
hiding from the world, In his report, Bonhoeffer demonstrates that the 
seminary expanded the students' knowledge and view of the world: 
Although the quietness of domestic life and work must he the real 
purpose of the short time at the Seminary, each course has also had 
a glimpse of life beyond our walls. In the spring, we accepted an 
invitation to Sweden. For most people this trip was the first 
encounter with the Church of Christ beyond the borders of Germany, 
with the ecumenical world, We were given a most hearty welcome. 
In ten,days we were almost overfilled with seeing, hearing, and 
meetings. The friendship and love we found there enriched us on 
our return. 
Thanks for this time will be equally alive in all of us. For 
another purpose this summer course went from the house for almost 
the same time to a popular mission together in the Belgard district. 
Four brethren each were housed in six villages; they preached on 
four evenings of the week and on Sunday. In the evenings these 
four each expounded a text for ten minutes. This combined proclama-
tion, which derives fr0m shared daily work in the parish and shared 
prayer, commended itself to all the brethren therein involved and, 
we hope, to the parish. A~er long weeks of silence it is a special 
delight to be able to preach the Gospel again. So this popular 
mission week has strongly influenced the whole semester. Our 
special benefit from this week has been that since then we have kept 
close contact with several parishes and a number of the people, and 
that we are continuously given indications of Christian love and 
readiness to help. We have much reason for graditude,200 
Bonhoeffer found this experience profitable for the seminarians, 
but he also found that a reunion for those who had matriculated together 
with the new arrivals was mutually beneficial. This practice linked one 
with the other, providing a support group for those who were not engaged 
directly in the worldly concerns of the Church. 
Time at the Seminary is so short , and the gap between life in the 
Seminary and the solitariness of work in the village is so great and 
brings with it such important questions, that this yearly meeting is 
an urgent necessity and a real help. Of course there are individual 
letters and visits between, The reports of brethren on their work 
have already grown quite large in volume, and are studied thoroughly 
by brethren in parishes by circular letters which go out from the 
200 Bonhoeffer, The Way to Freedom, p. 126. 
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house each month, by the short report on the house, the go:;i.ngs-on 
of the older brothers, the notification of texts for meditation 
and preaching aids. But all this only gains its full value through 
the annual reunions, Let us keep to them.201 
This Christocentric approach to discipleship provided the 
ordinand with the opportunity to act in freedom against the National 
Socialists. Lutheranism is steeped in a tradition of authority in the 
Church, but something had to be done when the Church was not faithful to 
her call. The only possible liberation from this dilemma was the pos-
sibility of recognizing where faith really lies--in Jesus Christ, Yet, 
Bonhoeffer knew that the Christian was not called to be alone, Christ 
has given His followers the gift of fellowship. Therefore, the disciple 
needs and is given a supportive community for times of crucial decisions. 
This was especially true when Adolf Hitler articulated what it meant to 
decide for or against Christ, as well as the decisions and partings such 
a consideration would demand. 
For this reason, Bonhoeffer constantly urged his fellow churchmen to 
rediscover for themselves the freedom of Christ even as they were 
being constricted by the crushing vice of Nazism, and to reaffirm 
their Christie vocation to solidarity with the suffering and oppres-
sed of the world.202 
It was for this reason that Bonhoeffer could say to these men 
·during the lectures on discipleship: "The life of discipleship can only 
be maintained so long as nothing is allowed to come between Christ and 
203 
ourselves--neither the law, nor personal piety, nor even the world." 
201Ib.d 
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"But discipleship never consists in this or that specific action: it 
is always a decision, either for or against Jesus Christ,"204 Jesus, 
as mediator, always becomes the norm of Christian action and conduct. As 
a result, the Christian is free to act in the name of Christ and to bear 
witness to him, even when the world or the Church turns away from the 
Gospel. 
Early in his lectures on discipleship, Bonhoeffer makes it clear 
that the disciple is one who lives under "costly grace." "Cheap grace" 
has been the downfall of the Church and discipleship, Never again can 
the Christian permit the ugliness of "cheap grace" to rear its head, The 
precision and clarity of Bonhoeffer's language is unmatchable. 
Instead of following Christ, let the Christians enjoy the consola-
tions of his grace! That is what we mean by cheap grace, the grace 
which amounts to the justification of sin without the justification 
of the repentant sinner who departs from sin and from whom sin de-
parts. Cheap grace is not the kind of forgiveness of sin which frees 
us from the toils of sin. Cheap grace is the grace we bestow on our-
selves. 
Cheap grace is the preaching of forgiveness without requiring repen-
tance, baptism without church discipline, communion without confes-
sion, absolution without personal confession. 
Cheap grace is grace without discipleship, grace without the cross, 
grace without Jesus Christ, living and incarnate, 
Costly grace is the treasure hidden in the field; for the sake of it 
a man will gladly go and sell all that he has, It is the pearl of 
great price to buy for which the merchant will sell all his goods. 
It is the kingly rule of Christ, for whose sake a man will pluck out 
the eye which causes him to stumble, it is the call of Jesus Christ 
at which the disciple leaves his net and follows him, 
Costly grace is the gospel which must be sought again and again, the 
gi~ which must be asked for, the door at which a man must knock. 
204Ibid,, p. 250, 
Such grace is costly because it calls us to follow, and it is 
grace because it calls us to follow Jesus Christ, It is costly 
because it costs a man his very life, and it is grace because it 
gives a man the only true life,205 
The life of discipleship lived under "costly grace,'' a. disciple-
ship lived with Christ as its center, is living witness of Christ himself 
in the "here and now" of the world, This was the realization that Bon-
hoeffer prayed his students would acquire. It was Bonhoefferis hope that 
these students would also participate in this life of "costly grace." 
One's own discipleship -and ministry were dependent upon Christ himself. 
The disciple exists in community because of Christ and serves the 
community in the name of Christ. His is a witness bearing testimony that 
the world can make no claim of exclusive allegiance upon the Christian. 
Bonhoeffer's stance is clear. From 1931 through the Fano Conference, he 
has spoken on the universality of the Church over nationalism. He ex-
plains this theme in his lecture on discipleship when he states: "We 
shall know when the limit is reached, for every member of the Church will 
then be obliged to make a public confession of Christ, and the world will 
be forced to react either by calculated restraint or open violence, 11206 
The Church, which is the body of Christ, has a special calling and a 
special distinction, when Bonhoeffer states in The Cost of Discipleship: 
The Church is not a national community like the old Israel, but a 
community of believers without political or national ties . . . it 
has abandoned political and national status, and therefore it must 
patiently endure aggression, 11207 
205Ib.d 
]. . ' P· 47. 
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Yet it remains a connnunity that identifies and supports the opporessed. 
This is demonstrated in a letter to Mrs. Niemoller, written by Bonhoeffer 
after her husband's arrest: 
God has so directed it that a special blessing goes out from your 
house to the parish and to the whole church. It is surely to the 
glory of God that those of us who are still free can look to you 
and see how you stand firm in trouble and remain patient in afflic-
tion. That is the grace of God for which we are grateful. It is 
a great joy to see how men keep asking for your husband wherever 
one goes and quiet simple churchgoers are able to be true and bear 
witness to the same faith for which he suffers and when they are 
summoned before the authorities. 
With deep respect and thankfulness. in the unity of our common 
intercessions, I greet you . . • . 208 
With each passing day, Bonhoeffer grew more concerned as more and more 
of the Confessing Church members were being incarcerated. The inter-
cessory prayer list was growing. The members of the Confessing Church 
had chosen the Scriptures, the Word of God incarnated in Jesus Christ, 
as their ·authority. Day by day they were learning about the price 
of discipleship. As Bethge suggested earlier, this decision was not 
without danger. This was demonstrated daily. In one of his letters to 
the brethren, Bonhoeffer connnents: 
In these days when the homes of our Confessing Church are being 
searched, we think often and with stronger prayer of you all, 
especially those of you who are alone and perhaps deeply troubled 
by all the things that are happening. Especially now, we must re-
joice in our fellowship and be true in our intercessions for each 
other. Make sure that you have the names of all the brethren who 
were with you here, and bring them out in your meditation, lest any · 
of the brethren should be cut off from this common prayer together.209 
208 Bonhoeffer, The Way to Freedom, pp. 163-4. 
209Ibid., ~· 161. 
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Again, in another circular letter, Bonhoeffer writes; 
We very much want to let you know that we have thought of you all 
day in our prayers, and particularly of the two brethren, Lochmann 
and Wichmann~ who are sick, Also about Brother Koch and all those 
in prison,2lu 
During those years Bonhoeffer still attempted to defend the 
Confessing Church against the attacks of the state authorities and their 
claims of total allegiance, His work included the preparation of texts 
in the following areas : "War and Peace," "The Power of the Keys and 
Church Discipline in the New Testament," and a report on the Confessing 
Church in Pomerania at the beginning of 1938. Besides the preparation 
of his seminarians, Bonhoeffer was still engaged on many fronts in the 
Church struggle. 
The discipline learned at Finkenwalde became the source of 
strength for their opposition to Nazism. The danger of one's own ego-
centricity and self-righteousness needed to be confronted and overcome, 
The nature of one's own radical stand and the issue of ''costly grace" 
still required a further resolution, It was imperative that each approach 
his task from a purely Christian perspective, from a sense of true dis-
cipleship, believing it was really the "Christ-work," "Costly grace" 
could only be possible with a "personal confession" of sin and the real 
"repentance" of the sinner, This was the norm of discipleship, and it 
would insure the authenticity of their "Christ-work," This was an 
unique and personally fortifying experience for the seminarians of 
Finkenwalde. Confession was introduced to them as an authentically 
210Ibi"d., 197 8 pp. - . 
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Lutheran practice. Bethge recalls the importance of the resurgence of 
this particular form of piety on the part of Bonhoeffer: 
He [Bonhoeffer] would have asked the person to come because he 
wanted to do the confession, and we would sit together, and I would 
say a prayer first as the confessor , , , and ask for the presence 
of the Confessor Christ as he is listening, that he might grant us 
grace to come free on the things we wanted to say. And then just 
wait. And the confessee begins to say what troubles him, Not • , , 
that's difficult, that's not confession of sin, but where he thinks 
he has hurt God's will, God's presence, in his life, in his heart, 
in his thinking. And then it is up to the confessor whether the 
real thing has come out already or not . And when the other one 
really has confessed that was the real thing and that was all he 
had to confess in the face of Christ, Then the confessor would say, 
I ask you to believe that I an here in the name of Christ and I have a 
mandate, that I'm commissioned to say you're forgiven. Then say a 
prayer again, and that would be it. 
Of course it was a kind of forced experience, because you do not 
know the liberation that you are getting out of it·, the break-
through that really happens after you have overcome the barriers of 
blocking yourself, and have experienced then that joy of new com-
munion--as long as you have not experienced, it seems to be totally 
forced, of course.211 
As Bonhoeffer notes in The Cost of Discipleship: "Confession is 
the God-given remedy for self-deception and self-indulgence, 11212 Confes-
sion appears to be an integral part of Bonhoeffer's theology of disciple-
ship. It is a vital part of the discipline of the brethren, As brother 
confessed to brother there was a personal experience of Christ. There 
was the feeling that through the brother, Christ has acted to liberate 
them from sin. They had received the gift of "costly grace." Christ 
stands present "for me" in the brother. Bethge's experience of libera-
tion is confirmed, Bonhoeffer reflects on the role of confession in the 
community when he states: 
21~ite, 1980 interview, 
212Ibid., p. 325, 
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He can confess his sins and in this very act find fellowship for 
the first time.213 
Since the confession of sin is made in the presence of a Christian 
brother, the last stronghold for self-justification is abandoned. 
The sinner surrenders; he gives up his evil, He gives up his heart 
to God, and he finds the foregiveness of all his sin in the fellow-
ship of Jesus Christ and his brother.214 
For Bonhoeffer, the root of all sin is pride, Pride separates 
man from the community and isolates him in his aloneness, Under the 
influence of pride, man in sin is man living in hypocrisy. The threat 
of "cheap grace" is its ability to forgive the sin and not to require the 
repentance of the sinner, 
In the deep mental and physical pain of humiliation before a brother--
which means, before God--we experience the Cross of Jesus as our res-
cue and salvation.215 
Confession in the presence of a brother is the profoundest kind of 
humiliation. It hurts, it cuts a man down, it is a dreadful blow to 
pride, To stand there before a brother as a sinner is an ignominy 
that is almost unbearable. Because this humiliation is so hard we 
continually scheme to evade confessing to a brother. Our eyes are so 
blinded that they no longer see the promise and the glory in such 
abasement . 216 
The master was not better than the pupils; so Bonhoeffer also 
practiced personal confession as part of the "arcane discipline." He 
sought out the brethren of the house to confess as needed. As Bethge 
notes, it was a forced discipline but a liberating experience that was 
well worth the pain and anguish of humbling oneself before one's brother. 
The end result was more than worth the cost for the individual and the 
213Bonhoeffer, Life Together, p. 113. 
214Ibid., p. 112. 
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community. In the confession of our sin to a brother, the disciple 
.must surrender the cloak of hypocrisy and self-righteousness behind 
which he lives, Instead of living a lie, the penitent now begins to 
live in truth. One is no longer alone when one's sins are forgiven in 
the name of Jesus Christ--one is restored to fellowship with Him, The 
problem with confession is that "Many Christians are unthinkably horri-
fied when a real sinner is suddenly discovered among the righteous. 11217 
Yet, each of us stands as a sinner before God and living in the darkness 
of one's own secret sin. One living in sin cannot share in the life or 
discipleship and "costly grace," For: 
In confession the Christian gives up all and follows. Confession 
is Disci~leship. Life with Jesus Christ and his community has 
begun.21~ , 
Our brother breaks the whole circle of self-deception. A man who 
confesses his sins is no longer alone with himself; he experiences 
the presence of God in the reality of the other person,219 
It is interesting to note that The Cost of Discipleship was written 
during the Fink.enwalde Seminary experience and Life Together was written 
afterward. The latter was a reflection on the experience of the common 
life together and was written after the Gestapo had closed the Seminary. 
While confession is mentioned in the lectures on discipleship, it takes 
up a large section of Life Together, It gives one an indication of its 
practical importance for community life, The role of confession within 
this community cannot be underestimated. It is very important to note: 
217Ib. d 
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Confession becomes an opportunity for the disciple to be sure that he 
is conforming to Christ's will and not pursuing his own egocentric 
interests. The real role of personal confession is to provide the dis-
ciple with the opportunity of maintaining his Christocentric focus as 
it is lived daily in the life of discipleship. 
Life Together was written in September of 1938, This was not 
a nostalgic reflection of a pietistic and monastic period of escape in 
Bonhoeffer's life. It was written to capture the reality of the spirit 
of the period. Bonhoeffer recognized that the situation of life provided 
a developmental ambience that would never again be duplicated, A record 
had to be made. As one has seen, Bonhoeffer was very involved with the 
Church struggle and the events happening in Germany, Bethge provides 
an interesting background of where and how Life Together was written. 
It is a chronicle that demonstrates action and reflection in Bonhoeffer's 
life: 
Dietrich wrote in September and October of 1938, and I remember 
exactly how it was because we both lived together in Gottingen in 
the house of his twin sister Sabina, I think it is good to remem-
ber that Dietrich was not at all in a secluded little pious corner 
writing a piece for Christian living in peace there, We had just 
brought Sabina, his twin.sister with her family, to the Swiss border 
in order to emigrate, and that meant for Dietrich and his family a 
lot, because that great family was so one in thinking, in feeling, 
in experience. Now to separate and to break up with one member 
like this, emigrate, because the husband was of Jewish origin and 
the legislation was just going to be enforced against the Jews, 
because·war was threatening, So the breaking up of the family, the 
war which we expected every day in the Czech crisis in September of 
1938, and the closing down of Dietrich's seminary in the end of 1937, 
and the attempt to contin·ue a new kind of education with the candi-
dates--that all was behind us, so Dietrich wrote it in this very 
difficult situation, In spite of that, we played tennis .every morning 
in Gottingen, and I was reading Karl Barth maybe in the corner of the 
same room, It was in a way a feeling that a period had come to an 
end, and that it was not any more possible to keep up the Brethren 
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House. That, with the coming war, and the emigration of his sister, 
a new kind of responsibility might come upon us, We wanted to keep 
what we had experienced,220 
22
°white 1980 interview, 
CHAPTER VII 
BONHOEFFER, CHRIST, AND THE JEWS 
During November of 1938, the "Crystal Night" of Germany occur-
red. The Synagogues were burned by the German S,A. men. The Bonhoeffer 
family had just managed to help Sabina and her family to escape, The 
Bonhoeffer family, affiliated with the University, had many Jewish 
friends, As a result, Dietrich's perspective of the Jewish people was 
different, both socially and theologically, from that of most people. 
Bonhoeffer's traditional Lutheranism would hinder his theological develop-
ment because of the concept of the guilt that the Jews must bear for 
the crucifixion of Christ, Bethge notes Bonhoeffer's response to the 
Aryan Clause: 
Now the measures of the state towards Judaism in addition stand in a 
quite special context for the church. The church of Christ has never 
lost sight of the thought that the "chosen people,'' who nailed the 
redeemer of the world to the cross, must bear the curse for its ac-
tion through a long period of suffering.221 
Bonhoffer believed that the final homecoming for the Jews would occur 
when· they returned to God through Christ, He believed that the conversion 
of Israel "is to be the end of the people's period of suffering, 11222 
Yet Bonhoeffer proclaims that the Church cannot allow the State 
to prescribe the actions to be taken towards its members, The Jewish 
question for the State is essentially different for the Church, Dietrich 
221 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p. 222. 
222Ibid. 
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Bonhoeffer's main concern h.ere is for the Jewish-Christians: 
From the point of :view of Christ, Judaism is never a racial concept 
but a religious one, What is meant is not the biological question-
able entity of the Jewish race, but the "people Israel," Now the 
"people" of Israel is constituted by the law of God; a man thus be-
comes a Jew by taking the law upon himself, But no one can become 
a Jew by race , . , , In the same way, the concept of Jewish.-
Christianity has religious, not biological content, The Jewish.-
Christian mission also stretched to Gentile territory. , , • There 
were Gentile-Jewish Christians and Jewish-Gentile Christians.223 
Bonhoeffer has opened the door to a different understanding by 
-
distinguishing the difference between the Jewish-Christian and the Jew. 
This relieves one of the tension to justify the stand that Bonhoeffer has 
taken a completely orthodox position regarding the "curse" of the Jews. 
In his paper, "Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Jews," Bethge notes that Pinchas 
Lapide has discovered in certain texts of Bonhoeffer the basis for a dif-
ferent kind of approach to the Jewish question. Quoting Bethge's paper: 
He [Lapide] discovers even in theologically rather ambivalent texts, 
like in the Bible-study of 1936 about King David (the Christ who was 
in David), positive elements and therefore sentences which in those 
days were absolutely unpopular like, f.i. [sic, for instance]: "The 
people of Israel will remain the people of God in eternity'' (GS IV, 
30). Thus Lapide searches in Bonhoeffer's work for finding elements 
which unite him with Jewry instead of looking around for ones which 
separate them. He concluded--and this is a statement of a Jew--
"From the Jewish perspective, Bonhoeffer is a pioneer and forerunner 4 of a slow step by step--reHebraisation of the Churches in our days. 1122 
Within this context, the scholar can better appreciate the recol-
lection of Hans-Werner Jensen and Gottfried Maltusch of the evening of 
the "Crystal Night," especially of Bonhoeffer's reaction to this event. 
First, Maltusch provides the setting: 
223 . 
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During the tense days of the year 1938 the seminary of the Confes-
sing Church had already been transferred from Finkenwalde to Koslin 
in Pomerania. We ordinands lived in a. large apartment in the superin-
tendent 1s house. Dietrich Bonhoeffer was the head of the seminary • 
. • . In the late evening of the notorious "Crystal Night" two mem-
bers of our seminary suddenly appeared and told us that the synagogue 
of Koslin was burning, S. A. men in uniform had prevented the fire-
brigade from extinguishing the fire, We were extremely disturbed. 
Some of us were in favor of our setting off at once to try and perhaps 
save something. But then we decided not to go as the fire bad ad-
vanced too far, and for us to bang around as passive onlookers might 
have given the impression that we approved. 
A great discussion now arose among us about this deed, and how to 
assess it.225 
Hans-Werner Jenson adds~ 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer was at that time driven by a great inner rest-
lessness, a holy anger. With bis Mercedes he raced to Berlin to 
be with brethren and friends in trouble, and driving back through the 
night he only arrived in the early hours of the morning in our dis-
trict, which was still comparatively safe from the Gestapo. During 
those ugly days we learned to understand--not just humap revenge, but 
the power of the so-called psalms of vengeance which give over to God 
alone the case of the innocent, "for his name's sake." It was not 
apathy and passiveness which Dietrich Bonhoeffer derived from them, 
but for6him prayer was the display of the strongest possible acti-vity. 22 
Maltusch once again picks up the narration: 
Meanwhile Dietrich Bonhoeffer bad returned. Some of us spoke of the 
curse which had haunted the Jews since Jesus' death on a cross. Bon-
hoeffer rejected this with extreme sharpness. We had a very full 
discussion of Matthew xxvii, 25 and Luke xxiii, 28, as well as Romans 
ix-xi. He utterly refused to see in the destruction of the syna-
gogues by the Nazis a fulfillment of the curse of the Jews. This, he 
said, was a curse of sheer violence. "If the synagogues burn today, 
the churches will burn tomorrow." In this action the godless face of 
National Socialism had shown itself once again,227 
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From this period of time, Hans-Werner Jensen recalls a small but sig-
nificant point: 
There are still marginal comments to the psalms in my Bible which 
date from the Gross-SchOnwitz time, for instance the date, 10th 
November 1938, the ''Crystal Night," besides Psalm lxxiv, 8: "They 
burned all the meeting places of God in the land, 11 228 
In his paper, "Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Jews," Bethge mentioned a 
little known fact about Bonhoeffer's Bible: 
In my own possession there is one more sign for this new kind of 
solidarity with the victims of the event. This is Just a pencil-
stroke and remark in Bonhoeffer's Bible for prayer and meditation--
and this at that vecy psalm 74, In verse 8 there is a pencil.-line: 
"They say to themselves; Let us plunder them! They burn all the 
houses of God in the land." Underlined that second half. And on 
the edge of the page put in small writing "9.11,38!", 9th of Novem-
ber 1938, with an exclamation mark: they read like that: Our signs 
we do not see; there is no longer a prophet to preach; there is no-
body among us who knows how long, How long, 0 God, shall the foe 
blaspheme? Shall the enemy revile thy name forever? 
On the 20th of November Bonhoeffer wrote his usual circular letter 
to the former Finkenwaldians, now isolated in their small parishes: 
there it reads: "During the past few days I have been thinking a 
great deal about psalm 74, Zech, 2, 12 (he who touches you touches 
the apple of his eye!), Rom, 9, 3f (Israel to whom belongs the son-
ship, the glory, the covenant, the law, the service, the promises), 
Rom. 11, 11-15. That takes us right into the prayer, 11 229 
This period of time is significant because it represents a shift 
in Bonhoeffer's thinking about the relationship between the Christian 
Church and the Jewish religion. His comments come at a time when the 
erosion of the Confessing Church is evident, The True Church of Christ 
must be defended. He felt compelled to speak on its behalf, The true 
Church exists where the disciple has focused his life on the master. 
228 Jensen, "Life Together," p. 153. 
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Jesus Christ is the master who mediates all of reality for the disciple. 
This new truth was a radical shift going beyond his statements to resolve 
the differences between Jewish ... Christians and their relationship to the 
Church, in terms of the Aryan Clause, Bethge characterizes this shift 
when he remarks: 
The true Church of the Messiah of Israel can only survive together 
with the persecuted Jews; and she cannot want to have a Christ without 
the inseparable solidarity Iunkunbare Solidaritat, S, Eicholz] with 
Israel, which seems to be bound together through its suffering with 
the suffering of Christ.230 
Bonhoeffer has begun to identify Christ with the Jews. This 
would lead to his participation in· "Operation 7," an attempt by the Abwehr 
to smuggle Jews outside of Ge~any. 231 Bonhoeffer freely identified him-
self with the Jews in Germany. This was something which transcended the 
realm of a nation bearing guilt. The result was a development on the 
part of Bonhoeffer's thought which would include the Jews as members of 
the weak brothers of Christ, Bonhoeffer demonstrates the responsibility 
of the Christian as early as the lectures on discipleship: 
If the world refuses justice, the Christian will pursue mercy, and 
if the world takes refuge in lies, he will open his mouth for the 
.dumb and bear testimony to the truth. For the sake of the brother, 
be he Jew or Greek, bond or free, strong or weak, noble or base, he 
will renounce all fellowship with the world. For the Christian 
serves the fellowship [of Christ] •. , ,232 
Bethge's paper is a foundation for the beginning of a new area in 
Bonhoeffer's scholarship. The question of Bonhoeffer's subtle feelings 
230Ibid., p. 22, 
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and theological embracement of Jews is just beginning. Bethge's paper 
provides a challenge formorethought and research on the part of Bon-
hoefferian scholars. During the course of the paper, he notes the growth 
which took place in Bonhoeffer 1s thinking during the early forties. Bon-
hoeffer's theological maturity embraces the Jews in a pro-Jewish stance 
in the Ethics. This is linked to the proposed confession of guilt which 
the Church should have made: 
This confession speaks out what the Christian individual, like Bon-
hoeffer himself, and what his Church has wrongly done or not done in 
the situation of Nazi Germany and this at the moment when this Germany 
is approaching its unbelievable peak of guilt,233 
From the Ethics, Bethge notes that Bonhoeffer had to be very careful about 
his references to the Jews. Often he did not use the word Jew for fear of 
its implications, due to his personal involvement with members of the 
conspiracy: 
The Church confesses that she has witnessed the lawless appli-
cation of brute force, the physical and spiritual suffering of 
countless innocent people, oppression, hatred, and murder, and 
that she has not raised her voice on behalf of the victims and has 
not found ways to hasten to their aid. She is guilty of the deaths 
of the weakest and most defenseless brothers of Christ.234 
Bethge adds, " ... this was before the Gas Chambers were built. 11235 
Bonhoeffer is consolidating his solidarity with the Jews, They are our 
233Bethge, "Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Jews," p, 24, 
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brothers in Christ and God's chosen people. "An expulsion of the Jews 
from the west must necessarily bring with it the expulsion of Christ. 
For Christ was a Jew. 11236 It is readily apparent that Bonboeffer did 
not veil his language during this era. Bethge adds that: 
With this terminology, ''the brothers of Christ,'' Bonhoeffer enters 
into the very act of confessing his guilt and his Church's guilt 
into an act of deep solidarity with the victims of the holocaust--
and he observes at the same time the respect, or better the due 
distance, self-inflicted distance to the victims., the Jews, 237 
In his Christocentric approach, the Jew will play a very signifi-
cant role in the life of Christianity. Bonhoeffer proposes that ''The Jew 
keeps open the question of Christ. 11238 
It was this reality that aroused Bonhoeffer the man, the Chris-
tian, and the theologian on the evening of the "Crystal Night": 
It is of far more importance, that the hermaneutics of the last act 
of the holocaust are piercing through even into the christology. 
"The Christ was a Jew .... 'IheJew keeps the Christ question open." 
That means: The Christ-question will decay without the Jews; without 
them the Messiah of Israel, the Christ will pervert into a Greek god 
and finally into a teutonic police-god for watching over racial 
purity. Indeed, the Jew keeps open the Christ question. 
. . . we read here still that Christ "was the messiah of the Israel-
Jewish people," and that he "~ a Jew~ . . But we do not read any-
.more that Christ is separating the Church from the Jews, instead we 
read, that this Christ is binding the Church with the Jews together 
as a matter of life and death.239 
236Bonhoeffer, Ethics, p. 90. 
237Bethge, "Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Jews," p, 25. 
238Bonhoeffer, Ethics~ p, 89, 
239Bethge, "Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Jews," p, 24, 
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Bonhoeffer has matured in his understanding of the Jews since 
the enactment of the Aryan Clause, the "Crystal Night" and his ethical 
writings. The growth of his thought is the movement of his Christocen-
tricity to embrace all that belongs to God, especially His chosen people! 
In any case here not only the active ~' the human being Bon-
hoeffer, but also the theologian Bonhoeffer is set in motion, 
breaking new gro1lnd; and this indeed is at a point where we today 
just begin to articulate these problems now.240 
His adherence to Christ which never fainted away up to the end 
oecame a binding and connecting element between them f Bonhoeffer and 
the Jews]--unfolding the inclusive christology.241 
During the final period of his life, Bonhoeffer made his second 
trip to America for the purpose of emigrating. At this time, Bonhoeffer 
was attempting to avoid the upcoming fatal events because of his pacifis-
tic nature. His personal identification with the German people would 
cause him to return home as a disciple-in-action. He had become a disciple 
who could not act because his Christianity had transcended national boun-
daries for both the Church and the state. Bonhoeffer could not leave, 
for the call to discipleship is a call to deny oneself, to pick up one's 
cross, and to follow Him, Jesus Christ. 
I have come to the conclusion that I have made a mistake in coming 
to America. I must live through this difficult period of our 
national history with the Christian people of Germany. I will have 
no right to participate in the reconstruction of Christian life in 
Germany after the war if I do not share the trials of this time with 
my people.242 
240Th·d 22 1 • ' p. . 
241
rb·d 31 1 • ' p. . 
242 Bonhoeffer, The Way to Freedom, p. 246. 
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The premonition about "guilty martyrdom" once again appears in 
the last part of this Bonhoeffer letter: 
Such a decision each man must make for himself. Christians in 
Germany will face the terrible alternative of either willing the 
defeat of their nation in order that Christian civilization may 
survive, or willing the victory of their nation and thereby des-
troying our civilization. I know which of these alternatives I 
must choose; but I cannot make that choice in security.243 
The Christian-Theologian, Christocentrically-based in a strong 
spiritual life of the "arcane discipline," would now become a contemporary--
a man of action. Yet some conclusions now are essential. 
243Ib. d 
l. • ' p. 246. 
SUMMARY: 
BONHOEFFER'S COMPELLING BIOGRAPHY 
BECOMES A CHRISTOCENTRIC SPIRITUALITY 
This paper has demonstrated the relationship existing between 
the life and theological thought of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Christo-
centric nature of his work has been demonstrated as it was actualized in 
his life during this period, Beginning with Bonhoeffer's trip to Union 
Theological Seminary and culminating with his response to the "Crystal 
Night," one readily observes the role of Christ both in his theological 
work and in his life lived in service. For Bonhoeffer, Christology was 
not a mere abstraction of the Christian teaching on discipleship. Bon-
hoeffer proves his point in The Cost of Discipleship: 
Discipleship means the adherence to Christ, and because Christ is 
the object of that adherence, it must take the form of disciple-
ship. An abstract Christology, a doctrinal system, a general 
religious knowledge on the subject of grace or on the forgiveness of 
sins, render discipleship superfluous, and in fact they positively 
exclude any idea of discipleship whatever, and are essentially 
inimical to the whole conception of following Christ. With an ab-
stract idea it is possible to enter into a relation of formal knowl-
edge, to become enthusiastic about it, and perhaps even to put it 
into practice; but it can never be followed in personal obedience, 
Christianity without discipleship is always Christianity without 
Christ. 
Discipleship is bound to Christ as the Mediator, and where it is 
properly understood, it necessarily implies faith in the Son of God 
as the Mediator.244 
244 Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship, pp. 63~4, 
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His life during these years was spent in the concrete self-
actualization of what it meant to be a disciple of Christ in the con-
temporary world. His growth in the Christocentric understanding of 
reality was the result of his struggle as a Christian.-Theologian to live 
the life of discipleship in response to the mounting evils present in 
National Socialism. His discipleship led him to seek a conformation of 
himself with Jesus Christ. 
Christ was the mediator who called a man to follow him. The path 
of discipleship was strict and demanded immediate adherence to Christ 
alone. Even authority itself was called into question. Both political 
and ecclesiastical authority could be called into question if it was sus-
pected that it did not reflect the form of Christ. The model for such 
action is the form of Christ "present" in the Scriptures. On the day of 
the Churc~ Elections, Bonhoeffer appealed to his congregation for a Church 
that is true to its Lord and His Word: 
Where is the church? Where do we find it? Where do we hear its 
voice? Come all you who ask in seriousness, all you who are abandoned 
and left alone, we will go back to the Holy Scriptures, we will go and 
look for the Church together.245 
On September 9, 1933, Bonhoeffer wrote to his friend and confidant, Karl 
Barth: 
In your booklet you said that where a church adopted the Aryan Clause 
it would cease to be a Christian Church, A considerable number of 
pastors here would agree with you in this view, Now the expected has 
happened, and I a.m asking you on behalf of many friends, pastors and 
students, to let us know whether you feel that it is possible either 
to remain in a church which has ceased to be a Christian Church or to 
continue to exercise a ministry which has become a privilege for 
Aryans,246 
245 Bonhoeffer, No Rusty Swords, p. 209. 
246Ibid., p. 226. 
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In this same letter to Barth, Bonhoeffer comments that "several 
of us are now very drawn to the idea of the free church, "247 This break-
ing of the chains of ecclesiastical authority comes in an address delivered 
in 1936. Bonhoeffer~s Christocentric approach to reality has loosened 
the trip of that one institution that would have a claim to the ultimate 
authority of its own--the Church. 
The Confessing Synod of Barmen has repudiated the teaching of the 
German Christians in its decis.i ve points as a false teaching, This 
repudiation means that this false teaching has no place in the Church 
of Jesus Christ. , .• Since then, the Confessing Church has recognized 
that it has the responsibility of being and the commission to be the 
one true Church of Jesus Christ in Germany. That is a fact of church 
history.248 
Bonhoeffer recognized that Christ was present in the Church both 
in Word and Sacrament, bodily present in the community "here and now" 
both "for me" and "for the other." This Christocenteredness required a 
personal adherence to Christ himself--an adherence so intense that it tran-
scended the State and the Church if need be, As Bonhoeffer reminded us 
earlier in this paper, it is not "what this or that man, or this or that 
Church" would have of us, but "what Jesus Christ himself wants of us." 
Due to the complexities of those days, Bonhoeffer's time was spent 
appropriating and discerning the Word of scripture, His purpose was to 
respond to Christ--in order to embrace a free and responsible action that 
would stand in opposition to Nazism. Christ was the center and mediator! 
Free and responsible action could only be grounded in a strong spiritual 
life--a life where egocentricity was supplanted by the "costly grace" of 
247Ibid. 
248 Bonhoeffer, The Way to Freedom, p, 86, 
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discipleship. Finkenwalde provided Bonhoeffer with the opportunity of 
synthesizing and appropriating these things, In spiritual terms, it 
became a time for Bonhoeffer to "center himself'' and conform himself to 
Christ, The answers at any point are tentative. They a.re a part of his 
compelling biography, a living theology, which was not permitted the 
gift of time to objectively look back from an historical perspective, 
Each moment saw a new challenge to the Gospel and required a new re-
thinking of traditional values and theological modes of thought, 
An unique development in Bonhoeffer's thought during this period 
was the concept of the blood of today's martyrs not being so innocent. 
The willingness of a Christian to freely accept "guilt" and to act while 
depending on the mercy of God is new. This is nothing less than a probe 
into a new Christological understanding of the Christocentric nature of 
the "faith." 
At Finkenwalde, the pietatis praxis applied to Bonhoeffer as much 
as it applied to the students themselves. For he realized that Nazism 
could only be fought from within the Church by free, responsible, and 
"guilty" action on the part of the disciple. The years spent as a seminary 
director are not simply a pietistic interlude in the life of this man of 
action, rather, these years are a. time to perfect the "arcane discipline" 
to be as sure as possible that one was really conforming himself to the 
will of Christ. 
The imagery used by Bonho~ffer to describe Christ stands as a 
dramatic testimony of his desire to link the Christ of faith.with the life 
of discipleship• "Christ the Mediator," Christ "for me," Christ "present" 
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in "Word and Sacrament,'' Christ as "the man for others" develops an 
understanding of a living Christ who is present in the "here and now" of 
history. Bonhoeffer's Christolog;y is really a Christocentric Spirituality, 
As Dr. Geoffrey Kelly suggests: 
If we contend, that religion can and does fulfill a basic human need 
to exteriorize and communicate our faith, we must also keep in mind 
that, with Bonhoeffer, it is Christ's presence per~' which enables 
a Christian community to function in ~rayer, worship and Christ-
centered action on behalf of others." 49 
Bonhoeffer's sense of piety involved the discernment of the Christ-
work in which one is called to participate. The life of discipleship to 
whichoneis called is a life lived in service. Bonhoeffer even recognized 
that martyrdom is not required of every Christian. Even fewer are called 
to "guilty martyrdom." In a paradoxical sense, Christianity was not some-
thing for the spiritual elite. For each had his own cross and suffer-
ings which was portioned to him by Christ. What is more important 
for the disciple was that one's ego should not lead him astray from the 
path of discipleship. 
The path of discipleship is narrow, and it is fatally easy to miss 
one's way and stray from the path, even after years of disciple-
ship. And it is hard to find.250 
Bonhoeffer felt that it was only within the community of disciples, 
which is Christ-centered, that one could remain faithful to Jesus Christ. 
In the community one encounters the Word, the Sacrament, confession, and 
the brother. The often overlooked guide for the disciple is not the Church, 
249Kelly, "Freedom and Discipline," p, 13. 
250 Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship, p. 211. 
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rather it is Jesus Christ himself. The Jesus who is present "for me" 
in Word, Sacrament, and community, 
For H:e is himself the way, the narrow way, and the straight gate. 
He, and he alone, is our journey's end.251 
Not what a man is in himself as a Christian, his spirituality and 
piety, constitutes the basis of our community, What determines our 
brotherhood is what that man is by reason of Christ, Our community 
with one another consists solely in what Christ has done to both of 
us.252 
Confession serves the community by calling each to humble himself 
in his sin before the brother, his brother, to be able to see that it is 
Christ and not I who is the center of reality, His will be done! This 
was a constant thrust of Bonhoeffer's thought throughout these turbulent 
years. For in confession it is: 
Our brother [who] breaks the circle of self-deception. A man who 
confesses his sins in the presence of a brother knows that he is 
no longer alone with himself; he experiences the presence of God in 
the reality of the other person,253 
No, confession is not a law, it is an offer of divine help for the 
sinner.254 
This offer of help protects man from self-righteousness and self-deception. 
It protects man from those things which lead him astray, 
In-sum and synthesis: it is clear from the beginning that the dis-
ciple has no special privilege or power of his own in all his inter-
course with others. The mainspring of his life and work is the 
strength which comes from fellowship with Jesus Christ. 255 
251Ibid.' p. 212. 
252Bonhoeffer, Life Together, p, 25, 
253Ibid., p. 116. 
254Ibid,, p. 117. 
255Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship, p. 209, 
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During the years at Finkenwalde, Bonhoeffer discovered a basic 
truth. Finkenwalde enlivened the hearts of its students because of this 
truth. This truth, which influenced men like Winfried Maechler, Werner 
Koch, and Eberhard Bethge, is this: 
In Christian brotherhood everything depends upon it being clear 
right from the beginning, first, that Christian brotherhood is not 
an ideal, but a divine reality. Second, that Christian brotherhood 
is a spiritual and not a psychic reality.256 
We are bound together by faith, not experience. 257 
This path of thought freed Bonhoeffer for action within the 
Church and the conspiracy. Bonhoeffer, the man, had become a Christian 
through baptism. This was to come clearly into focus when the theologian 
became a Christian through his personal assimilation of this in the early 
thirties, and was to become fully realized in the forties. Bonhoeffer had 
nothing to fear! This is demonstrated by his attitude of calm acceptance 
in prison when he knew that the end was coming. He asked others not to 
worry, for he was at peace. The reason for this attitude may be traced 
to his lectures on discipleship: 
They must not fear man. Men can do them no harm, for the power of 
men ceases with the death of the body. But they must overcome the 
fear of death with the fear of God. The danger lies not in the 
judgement of man, but in the judgement of God, not in the death of 
the body, but in the destruction of body and soul. Those who are 
still afraid of men have no fear of God, and those who have fear of 
God have ceased to be afraid of men. All preachers of the gospel will 
do well to recollect this saying daily.258 
As Dr. Geoffrey Kelly states: 
256Bonhoeffer, Life Together, p. 26. 
257Ibid.' p. 39. 
258 Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship, p. 242. 
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The only faith which could liberate the Christian was that lived 
in the courage of Christts sacrifice. The freedom for which he 
longed is granted only in the seeming loss of all freedom at death. 
But that last step is only what appears ,from this side of life's end. 
For the person of faith, dying for the sake of the gospel is resur-
rection, the beginning of life and the perfection of freedom, And 
so Bonhoeffer could accept his sentence with courage because of the 
faith which had liberated him from the fear of that final step. His 
death for others in quiet trust in the God who suffers was, for him, 
the liberation of faith,259 
Dietrich Bonhoefferis life and work are centered on a Chri.sto-
centric understanding of the Christ-work, Christ is Christ for us today--
"here and now." Christ stands "for me" and for "the other," The ques-
tion of Christology must be asked "properly" anew each day, by each 
generation, "Who are you, Lord?" From the theologian to the simplest 
believer the question must be asked and the counter-question heard: "Who 
do you say that I am?" This was the awful truth which tears away the 
cloak of hypocrisy and self-deception. Its simpleness and clarity is 
deceiving. This Christocentrism is something which is eternally present 
in each moment and for each person, 
It was this understanding of the role of Christ in the life of the 
disciple that enabled Dietrich Bonhoeffer to rise aboye the letter of the 
law in the Sermon on the Mount, liberating him for the service of Christ 
in a radicallyrew and different way in his realization of the life of 
discipleship in the world of the 1930 's and 1940 's. This paper has est ab-
lished the biographical relationship between the presence of Christ in the 
life and thought of Dietrich Bonhoeffer and his development of that under-
standing during the years from 1931 to 1939. 
259Kelly, "Freedom and Discipline," p. 25. 
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His last trip to America epitomizes the depth of the man. 
He leaves for th.e United States because he cannot bear arms during an 
aggressive war. After his arrival, Bonhoeffer discovers that there is 
something more at stake than a pioneer's stance on "selective conscien-
tious objection." Adolf Hitler and National Socialism represent the real 
presence of "evil" in the world. The Church has been seduced because of 
its concern for its own safety. The Christians who stood as faithful 
witnesses are suffering with the "weak brothers" of Christ. Political 
asylum is metaphorically the same as the seclusion of the monastery. The 
Seminary director could have failed to learn his own lesson. It is the 
author's contention that no one could have blamed him for this. One 
would now be dealing with a fully developed systematic theology, and not 
with a compelling biography. Bonhoeffer recognized that the real ques-
tion was of Christ and Christianity's existence in the world, and not a 
question of pacifism. 
When Bonhoeffer wrote to Niebuhr, he had identified the real 
issue of the war. He states emphatically that: 
Cpristians in Germany will face the terrible alternative of either 
willing the defeat.of their nation in order that Christian civili-
zation may survive or willing the victory of their nation and thereby 
destroying our civilization.260 
National Socialism was an ideology--the choice was clear--Christ or Adolf 
Hitler. "I know which of these alternatives I must choose .••• 11261 
The cost of discipleship and the price of "costly grace" were unutterably 
clear. He must return. 
260 Bonhoeffer, The Way to Freedom, p. 246. 
261Ibid., p. 246. 
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The result of his decision to return is very intriguing to 
anyone engaged in Bonhoefferian studies. One is confronting a compel-
ling biography, a theology which is a living biography in the fullest 
sense of the word, and a life of discipleship lived as a theological 
response to the deeds of Nazi Socialism. Bonhoeffer's life stands as 
a witness to the demands of true discipleship. He had no clear vision 
of his role in resisting Nazism before his return to Germany in 1939. 
Bonhoeffer wrote about this to Bishop Bell: "What sort of personal 
decisions will be asked from me I do not know. But nobody knows that 
now. 11262 Christ was the journey's end. For the answer Bonhoeffer 
would go to Him, and that eventually would lead him down the path of 
"guilty martyrdom." 
This paper has captured a few significant highlights of the 
Christocentric development of Bonhoeffer's life and thought. Bonhoeffer's 
Christological understanding of Christ evolved from a Christ who stood 
"for me" into a Christ who was present in me as "the man for others." 
There was also a movement in his understanding that "Christ was a Jew" 
and that the Jews were the chosen people of God. The Jew would keep the 
Christ question open throughout time. Therefore, the Jew's fate was also 
intertwined with the fate of the Christian ~hurch. There was a subtle 
shift from an understanding that Christ is to be found in the structure 
of the Church to where Christ is in the community of true disciples. 
This may even be an ecumenical community that rises above denominational 
exclusiveness. 
262Ib. d 
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The discovery of the centrality of Christ in the "arcane 
discipline," in confession, and in the community liturgical life of 
Finkenwalde, provided the spiritual basis for the future, Decisions were 
seen in the light of their consequences, whether it was a decision for 
or against Christ. The spirituality of the "arcane discipline" freed 
the disciple from the chains of egoism. The disciple was freed from his 
own egocentrism for a life of Christocentrism. This new life was to be 
lived not for myself; rather, it was to be lived in service to others for 
Christ. 
Pacifism became an illegitimate escape for Bonhoeffer. It was a 
movement toward personal pietism that closed one's eyes to the evils that 
were so rapidly multiplying in the world. The opportunity to participate 
in the conspiracy arose because of' his family, and his opposition now had to 
transcend the letter of the law in the Sermon on the Mount. How was the 
term "peacemaker" to be understood in Nazi Germany? 
The significant feature of Bonhoeffer's Christology is its evolu-
tion into a Christocentricity in the person of Jesus Christ. It is a 
movement in Bonhoeffer' s life that seeks to Secularize the Sacred and 
Sacralize the Secular, because of.the incarnation of Jesus Christ. By 
maintaining the delicate balance of the mystery of the Incarnation, Bon-
hoeffer has freed himself from being categorized as either an incarnational 
or a transcendental theologian in Christology. Bonhoeffer's Christology 
becomes a Christocentricity which, in the God-man, Jesus Christ, embraces 
both the secular and the sacred, This Christocenteredness paradoxically 
allows for the coexistence of the "arcane discipline" and "freedom for 
action," personal piety and community responsibility, in the life of 
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discipleship. Bonhoeffer's life and thought during these years (1931 
to 1939) is the foundational grounding, though not yet the full expres-
sion, of a Christocentric-mysticism--a Christocentric-mysticism that 
would soon become existentially actualized in the "here and now" of 
this world. Because of Christ, theology is not simply biography; but 
the biography of Dietrich Bonhoeffer is the incarnation of his Chris-
tology. 
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